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IR KAU/AR 1977-78 

Anal 7eport of the 11 India Co-cdinated lit irrovecient Project 
(Banana & Pineapple), Banana P:ineaple 1esearch Station, Kannara,  
for the year 1977-78. 

Name and location of to 
Centre 

2. Period for which the 
scheme is sanctioned 

3. Staff position  

LIl India Co-ordinated Fruit 
inprovemeiit Project (Banana c 
Pineacpie), Banana LL  Pineapple 
esearch Station, aunara, 
ichur, Kerala State. 

1974-74 to 1978-79 

Table A attached 

4. 	Budget position:- 
a. Financial budet al1oted P.2,30,026.00 

during the year 

b • Amount spent during the 
period under report 

HD 

Ii Pay of Officers 

H. Pay of establishment 

III. Allowances 

IV. Travelling Allowance 

V. Contingencies 

VI. Total recurring 
expenditure 

VII. Non-recurring expenditure 

GlAND TC)TLL  

UGUNT SPiT iN 1977-78 

P 	,371 07 

P-.41 ,087.27 

P'.54,445.04 

F. 4,175.15 

70'w)(').00 

r•2 ,45,078. 3* 

*The firures furnished are piecenciled for the months of February and 
T'!arch 1978) 

coat d. 
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TABlE A 
Staff Position 

All India Co-arL1naed ñ'uit Irnjcven1eu 	Project (Banana & Pineapple, Kaimar, Trichur Centre, Kerala. 

S. 	Name of sanctioned Post 	No. 	Name of staff member 	 Per led No. 	 Designation in KMJ 	Scale ) Er on 	To 
1 	 2 	3 	4 	 5 	 6 	 7 
1 • Horticult'rist 	1 	S. Balakrishnan 	Assoc.Professcr of 

Botany (Hor t i ca itpre) .85°-1450 1.4.77 31,3.78 

2. Jr.orticultprist 1 M.R.ChjdarandaPj1Taj 	Asst .Prof"ssor 60-1250 1 .4 ;-17 3.4.77 
(Agr on"- Y) 

I.F.Sreedhvan Na'ihiar 	do. do. 	4.4.77 31.3.78 
J. Jr.Plant Physidoist 1 Dr .if.N,Chandrask-haran Assoc -Pr OfOsS3I. of 

Nair 	 Agri .Botany(Plant 
250-1450 1.4.77 e3 &78 

Physiology) 
jr.PLnt Path 1 P.C.Jose 	 Assoc .Frofessc' 250-1450 1 .4 .77 31 .3.78 (Plant Pathology) 

Jr -Plant 2reecor 1 Dr.N.Krishnan Nair 	Asst .Professor 600-1250 26.4.77 _J- •j• 78 
(Plant Breeding) 

6. Jr .Entornolopist-cu-
NenatoloP1st 1 K.K.'avjfl(fran Nair 	Asi't .Frofsor 600-1250 

	

.4 .77 31.3.72 (!;'th;  omol o) 

C 



1 4 3 5 6 7 0 

do. 
peon 

do. 
196-265 	1.4.77 

do. 
do. 

1 .4 .77 
24 • 9 • 77 

Tat ch"ian 
Mali 

K .A & Nar aya nan 

V . Nar a ya na n 

1 

1 

1 	Beer 	Ar Sini 

leave) 
leave) 

26 .12.77(on 
5 -12 -77 (or, 31 .7•75 

3.3.72(one Post is 
vacant) 31.3.78  

22 .7.77(tr ansf err Pd) 

16.10.77 	do. 
31 e3.72(Pwo 7osts are 

vacant) 
1 .1 .78(t-ranserred) 

31.3.78 
31 .3.70 

j •j' 

7 e 9;777(Trasferred) 
31 . ,78 

6 .2 s78(t .a11sCT0d now 
vacant) 

31.3.78 

is 
nt) 

Sr .1e search Assitant 

P. Fieldian 

9. Laboratory Assistant 

).ClerS Typi5t 

11.011 	Driver 

12 .Feon/Meeer 

13 .Tatchian 
14 .Malj 

K.0 .Marykutty 
P.H.Latjf 
P.SuknrTiaran Nair 
B .K.Jayachandran 
Mani T. Cherian 

T .1 .Gopalakrishnan 

T .adha 
P.A .Nazeei 
Val saii Math ow 
Lyla Mathew, 7K. 
S .Shilaja 

4 N.Madhavan Nair 

A .Nazeerddin 
Pi( K:lyrij 

2 V.A.Ouseh 

31.3.78 
19.10 .77transferred) 
1 .11 .77Expired) 
1-3-19-77 on leave  
13.1T.77(on leave 

AN 
26- .12.77(on leave) 

7. Sr. iesearc kssistans 	5 

242-45 	1.4.77 

(1o. 	1.4,77 
do. 	7.2.78 

Typist Gr.iI 	240/i5 	1.4,77 

Oil ngine Driver 233-385 	1-4-77 

2 V.K.Sadasjv.r, Fijilal 	Assistant 

Gra 	Gr .11
cy Jacob 	do. 

P.1' .Nar aya nan 	do. 
TI 	A .la3nirr I shnan 

'-1flliithan 

•1 

Jr .Instructor 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

do. 

Jr .Instructor 
do. 
do. 
do. 

do. 

Aerl .Peionstra-t or 
Gr .111 

do. 
do. 

do. 
do. 
do. 

do. 

do. 

1.4-77 
1 .7.77 
7.7.77 
4-10-77 
13.10 .77FN 

22-12-77 

214-12-77 
24-12-77 
9-1-78-

15.2-78

.1.78

15.2.78 

1.4-77 

1.4-77 
1 .4-77 
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/oGss OF O1K DONE UNDI. IEPMT  E 1071 1  -4 .197-67  to 31 .3.1$77  

a. Title of the Projects 

N f N 

. Ls approved in last 	hop. 

1 . Prcject No .2 .1 .1 . 	Vari<: . cclection in banana - co1)ection 
frou v:riu sources 

2. Project No.2.2.2. 	Nutritional requirement of banana variety 
UObU sta 

3. Trace ee::ent studies on banana - variety Project No.2.2.3. 
?rO;,t st&. 

4. Project io .2.2.4. 	iat' requireient studies in banana - 
vartv 1llendran'. 

5. Project 140.2.9.5. 	Cont-.- OT of weeds in banana with the aid of 
her cides (variety 	obusta) 

6. Project xo.2.3.1. 	udios on virus diseases of banana and 
their control. 

Experiment NO.l 	To iusT.ect banana growing areas to assess 
for 	extent of disease and losses 

xperinent No.3 	To acreen 11 cultivated and exotic 
aricies 'or their disease resistance 
tunchy top disease) 

Experiuent No 
	

2o control the spread of disease by 
culiural nethods, therapeutic measures 
and by tc use of insecticides 

7. Project No.2.3.2 	Fual diseases of banana and their 
control 

!x per inent No .2 

8. Project No.2.3.5 

Exporiient No -3 

To scrch for suitable control neasures 
using dIfferent fungicides against leaf 
spot disease of banana. 

Studies on nematode parasites of banana 

Evaluation of suitable nenaticides for 
the control of 1adopolus similis and 
root not nematodes. 

New trials as approved by the Director, orticuItural 
Eesearch Institute, Bawuo"c. 

coutd. 



5 
Frequency of epplicatieu c'Y nitror'en and potajk to 
1rr1at 	banana 

1D. Clonal variation studs in banana 

• Fhynioloicai basis of variation in yield between two 
varieties of baiana r:Lz Nendran and Zanzibar 

• Physioj oica1 detorioraticn of sed material in haana 
'arity 

13. Induced utacenesis thrigh irradiation and chemical 
traternent. 

1/*. Studies on the insect pests of banana. 

i. Screening varieties ainst the attack of banana 
rhizore weevil 

ii. Control of banana rhizore weevil by insecticidal 
trcatients 

	

- 	 iii. Control of rhizore weevil by the application of 
insecticides around the rhizomes. 

15. Population density tril in obusta banana 

16. latooning trial in banana under irriRated conditions 
(Cavendish varieties) 

17. Screening different varieties of banana 

18. Physiology of Kokkau infected banana - variety Neudran 
aainst leaf spot disease 

(Notes Experiment Nos-9, -,'1., i and 13 discontinued and 'No-18
taken up as suggested by the Project Co-ordirjator(Fuits) 
iCT from 1978-79 season as per PCAICP:5/77-78 3780 
dated 12.5.1977 of the Project Co-ordinator (Fruits.) 

B. PINAPPL  

(i) • As approved in last workshop. 

1. Project io.3.2.1. 	Population density trial in pineapple 
Vail 	 'Kew . 

2. project no.3.7.2. 	Nutrition-1 studies in Pineapple variety 
ew . 

	

1.. 	 ...contd. 

I. 
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3. 1'roject No.3.2.3. 	f1ect of 	ant growth regulatoro on fnit 

size and mcvt~,,rity of pineapple 'Xew' variety 

4. Proj -t No.3.2.4. 	Std. 	ion of tine of application of 
frOwft rca1.ators for materials raised fron 
sue er s and crowns. 

5. Prcject No .5 .2 .5. 	Control O 	cods in pineapple with the aid 
Of ço 

6. Project NO -3.3 .1. 	Survey ef diseases of pineapple and assess—
meat e2 damages 

iii). New projects as approved by the Director, Horticultural 
esearch Institute, Banalore. 

7. Studies on the effect of rroirth regulators in inducing flowering 
in Kew' pineapple 

8. Adaptive trial (New) in piaeaple to compare the results of 
research with local practice.-. 

-. 	 Ji.rdiNA 

Project No.2.1 .1. 	(a). Varictal celiection in banana 

The germ plasm coliectici of banana was eiiched by adding 
14 varieties, 12 numbers from -I 	Nadu Lricultural University 
and two Nos. from Pounaaj. and. P1 J.oe of lorala bringing the total 
coloction to 151- 

ioaotrical edalysis of mO- gICaI charactors. 

Paring, the period under relort, biometrical studies on 13 
nor ehological characters of 59 dessert types and 32 culinary types 
w•:ro undertaken and staList.ca.ly  enalysed. The mean data collected 
are presented in tables I and 2 • fte data gave the following 
indications. Plant heipht 	Sipnificant variation among he varieties 
was noticed in plant heiiht. in dessert types, the ulant height 
varied from 129.0 to 36.67 ems. whereas in culinary types, the same 
was from 212.00 to 346-67 c:.. J1-eoug the dessert types, pisru: him 
accounted for elinimue plant ho 	whilo f.nhalkadaIi f maximum. 
In culinary types, Irachi.Pe zhai accounted for minitecn pleat height 
and Nallabathesa for maximum vaT:e. 
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Pseudsteo girth. 

Like P'-ant height, th-u'e was sirrnificnnt variation anong 
varius -types in respect of ir;seudosteu r1 irth also. in dessert 
types, the range as freu39.XT to 33.30 ens, where as the saie in 
culinary types w,,-A:" fron E2.E tc 01 .00 crs. kiong dc•ssert types, 
Pisang lilin accounted for uii:72n value and C!enJcada1j for 
naxinun. irnoug culinary types, -,achi Vazhai accounted for nininuci 
value and Peykunnan for naxinun. 

Leaf production. 

Both in dessert and culinary types the data showed significant 
variation in leaf production. 	Phe range was fron 24.00 to 33.33 
leaves/plant in dessert types chirainchi and pisang Min account-
ing for raxinun and minmnum fi'ares respectively. in culinary types, 
the range was fron 27.67 to 3-.67 leaves per plant, Nangunevi peyan 
and pachabontha batheesa accouat i:jr for naxiiun and riinirRin figures. 

Bunch weight. 

Significant variation existed between the varieties of both 
types. The dessert types pr 	ced bunches of weight range 3.33 to 
19.50 kg. Pisang lilin oduced bunches of smallest weight while 
cheukadali produced bunches of hi host weight. The :iean hunch 
weight range in culinary vrioties wan from 5.33 to 20.50 kg, 
nnabanian accounting for lowest bunch weight and •3ooditha bontha 
batheesa for mxinuu bunch weight. 

Jeight of  hauds. 

i'he statistical analysis of the data of the average weirrht 
of the hands produced in a bunch of both dessert and culinary 
types also was significant. Tcr dessert types the range of 'iean 
valac was froci 425.00 gu. to 3281 .00 gm, the naxinun being for 
Cherikadali and ainiuuri for pisaug him. For culinary types 
the range was fron 156.03 to 2369.30  gn. (anchikela accounting 
für 	xieiun value and tachahontha  batheesa for ninmnun value. 

No.  of hands/bunch. 

The range in this regard was f:ron 4.33. to 21.33 in dessert 
types and 5.00 to 18.33 for culinary types. There was statistical 
significant variation anong the different types. In dessert types 
riaxiriun number of hands/bunch was oroc3uc2d by Ayiraakapoovan and 
mininusi by Sira. In culinary typos, 31uggoe, Saoipraninonthan and 
pachabonthabathoesa accounted f°r :axiuun production of hands 
whereas Booditha bontha hathese 	uced ainiriun umber of hands 
per hunch. 

•contd. 
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o. of fruits/bunch. 

Significant variation existed between different types in 
this regard and the nean values ranged fror 56.00 to 261 .00 for 
dessert types and 54.67 to 275.33 for culinary types. in dessert 
types, "llaxi-Lium nuober of fruits/bnch was produced by ira and 
minimum by -yiramha éb\ian w7iereas in culinary types Peykunnan 
and Samprani monthan accounted for maxirjri and minimum values. 

Fruit production/hand. 

The fruit production per hand varied significantly, the 
range being 10.77 to 18.60 in des-ert types and 10.69 to 19.13 in 
culinary types. While Lacat ion and Kodapillakunnn gave maximum 
and minirrnm figures in this resneci% under dessert types, Ash 
rnonthan and rachi vazhai gave maximum and minimum figures under 
culinary types. It was observed that culinary types are in 
general superior in fruit 'ouction then dessert types. 

Weight of individual fruits. 

The data on mean weight of fruits was elso significant. In 
dessert types the range of moan values in this respect was from-
26-118 

rn
26.18 to 303.67 gm whereas in culinary types the sane was from 
31.89 to 217.17 gus. In dessert types chenadali accounted for 
maximum value and Adakkaiuuan for minimum value while in culinary 
types Pachaboutha bathesa ter :axiiuu value and Jawa for iinirium 
value. 

Fruit length. 

Significant variation could he noticed in mean length of 
fruit in respect of both dessert end culinary types, the value 
range being 6.33 to 19.57 ems for dessert types and from 10.04 
to 20.72 ems for culinary types. hi.le Sira and Adakkakunnan 
accounted for maximum length of fruits in dessert and culinary 
types, Dakshinsagar and lsung awak were inferior in this regard 
in dessert and culinary ty'es. 

Diameter of fruits. 

The diameter of fruits showed sirrnificant variation among 
the dessert and culinary types. In ilessert types maximum 
diameter of fruit (16.50 cn.s.) was exhibited by Chencada.i and 
minimum diameter (6.67 cm) by Aduksakunnan whereas in cuiinary 
types the maximum value (25.38  en) was for Pachabontha theosa 
and minimum (8.07 cm) for Jawa. 

cont?. 

A. 
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Pedjcel length. 

Significant difference-, existed between the different 
varieties of dessert and culinary types in respect of pedicel 
length. The pedicel length ranges were fron 47.67 to 132.33 Cm 

for dessert types and from 4i to 149.67 cm for culinary types. 
imong dessert types, peykurnau rave maximum value and Nagahullalu 
iiii1uro value whereus amopj7 c mary types, 3ooditha hontha 
batheesa gave !oaXiOF1 vaLe ad Nian minimum values. 

T;oot Production. 

The rate of root production per plant also varied significantly. 
In dessert types, maximum root 	cduction was noticed in Anbalabadali 
(354.33) and minimum in sejection No.2 (134.00). In culinary types, 
pisar awok shovedaxia'am root 'oduction (y7.7) and 7zPachi Vazhai 
minimum (122.00). 

b. Comparison of varieties for fruit qualities. 

Thirty nine var.ieioo f dcccrt type of banana were raised 
in 	3. design with three remlications and the ripe fruits of the 
sane were analysed for qualities viz. T.S.S., 'otal sugars, reducir,  
cud non-reducing sugars and acidity sugar acid ratio was also worked 
out (Table 3) e The statistical analysis of data showed significant 
variations in fruit qualities of different varieties. 

T.S.S. 

'I,xiuw T.S.S. was fwaf in Chenganassery. Nend'nn and 
minimum in 7aliakunnan. 

Vennettu kunoan accounted for maximum acidity of 0.765%  and 
Ionsmari for least (0.127%) 

educing sugars: 

Valiakunnan fruits were found to contain maximum reducing 
su:ars (17.09%) and led baicua contained the minimum  

Non-reducing sugars: 

onsmari fruits possessed u:imum percentage of 12.61 and 
Chonkadali possessed the minianu rcentare of 1.21.  

o.l sugars: 

Variety 'Chinia' yiclfod atximum value in this re,-,!?Yd
(22.36%) and Chenkadali rOi 	Ur1 value (5.90) 

Sugar acid ratio. 

Monsiari accounted for maximum value and selection 111 o.2 
for riinlruu'i value. 



Project No. and title 	1Cm. Code No-2-2-2 
g (a) 14.3.1 

Nutritional require'ents of banana. 

10 

Objectives 

Design 

No. of replications 

Tr eati ent s 

2e find out the optimum r equirement 
of r0( to correlate with loaf 

3 factorial confounded 

27 

1 N at 100, 200 and 300 g/plant 
. Pat 0, 40 and 80 g/plant 

3.,  K at 0, 200 and 400 g/plant 

Bsal dose 	 1% kg F.Y.M. 

Var icty 	 I cbusa 

No. of plants/plot 	1 

Work done and results: 

The experiment was repeated for the fourth year in 
succession by planting on 79..76. The data recorded on 
morphological characters (height and girth of pseudostem 
and number of leaves) incling the data rhtaiued during 
Vie past three years are riven in Table 4. The data on 

characters such as'-:Inch weight, number of naws and 
number of' fingers statistically analysed including the 
pooled analysis of 3 years data are presented in Table 5. 

The data in Table 4 indicate that K.400 g/plant was 
superior for maximum heig.t cI the plants, girth of pseudostem 
and rwnber of leaves/p--'ant, at flowering phase during the year 
1973-74. This trend was not noticed in 1974-75  in which p 80 g/ 
plant contributed for the riaximuna height of plants and K 400 g/ 
plant for maximum girth of seudostem. In 1975-76 also P 80 g/ 
plant contributed for the maximum height of piaxits and girth of 
seudostem. But in 19E-77  season, the maximum height of plants 

was contributed by K '00, :/psut and maximum girth of pseudostem 
by K 4O0 g/plant. In respect of number of leaves, not much 
differences could be noticed.. 

Statistical analysis of the data of hunch weight shows 
that in 1973-74,  there was no treatment differences the to 

c ontd. 
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I 

effect of N and P, 	In 7-7 also, there was significant 
difference due to eveis c K:) only. In 1)75-76 scagon 
response of N was not siuufiant, but effects of F and K 
were statistically signifi 	exhibiting lenear response. ID 1976-77, effect of K was alone sgnfiant with no response to 
N and P levels. The cornbiLied aaaiysis of the data for 3 years 
has also indicated that effect of N was not significant whereas 
there was response to P and K 

Thus, the results of the experiments conducted for '* 
years have given the indication that in respect of iobusta banana, 
the effect due to N at the levels tried was not significant, 
where as, there was response to P and K levels, the higher doses 
exhibiting better response. 	The trend of the results indicated 
the necessity for conducting more comprehensive trials by adjusting 
the PH of the soil as the pH of the soil in the station is in the 
range of 14.5 -4.9. 

conEd. 

-3- 
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Project No. 

Title of project 

Objectives 

Pr eat eixt 

IOn 2.2.3 

race element stdies in banana 

To stdy the effect of trace 
eents on the growth and yield 
ofbanana 

icronutrients B, ?, Zu, and io at 
different levels singly and in 
combination as given below: 

B, Cu and Mm 	= 0, 12.5 and 25.0 kg/ha 
Zn 	= 0, 25.0 kg and 50.0 kg/ha 
Mo 	= 0, -..r kg and 5.0 kg/ha 
Lay out 

No. of plants/plot 	6 

eplication 	: 2 

Work done and results  

In the first year IT .2 ¶Boron 18.5 kg/ha) exhibited a 
significant difference in bunch weight, number of hands and 
fingers per bunch folloied. by 2r .8 fanganosc 12.5 kg/ha). 
xcept treatnent 3 (Boron 25.0 '/ha) all the other treatients 
produced hi-her bunch weight compared to control. 

In the second year, no sLnificant 7iffereiice was 
obtained between treat:cnts for all the ehracters studied 
• hunch weight, number of hands and number of fingers per 

hinch. however, Pr .11 	oiybdenum 5 kg/ha) recorded highest 
yield follod by Treatnent 2 3oron 12.5 kg/ha.) 

During this year, treat:ent 11 (Molybdnurn 5 kg/ha) 
followed by Tr-2 (Boron12.5 kg) recorded highest yield among  
the treat ents, but not higher than the control. The data 
were analysed statistically and it was found that there was 
no significant effect due to treatnents (Table 6) in respect 
of bunch weight, number of hands or number of fingers per 
bunch. The experii 

contd. 

exit was discontinued during the season. 
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Pro ject No. 

Project Title 

Objectives 

or requlreflient sdies ill banana 

"c, 	the water reqoir1eit of 
isria in retion to the phiclogical 

ss of crop growth. 

Technical proarnrfle 

Layout 	 :10xBD 

Variety 	 Nc ndran 

Treatnts 	 (a). 1. Transplanting to flowering 
(7 months) 

2. Flowering to maturity 
(after 7 months) 

(h) 	eve'r of irriration 
1 • Li = 20% denletion of 

moisture 

2. 72 = 40% depletion of 
moisture 

= (0% depletion of 
moisture 

(Soil moisture dcpleiou will be assessed from soils to a 
depth of 60 cms calcuiae cantity of water will he given 
when the moisture level techcs the stipilated level) 

Number of plants per plot 16 

Wsrk done and results  

The experiment was 	nted on 26-9-77 and is in 
orogress. The biometric data on height, girth and iiimb 
of leaves etc. were reuiorly recor ded. 

contd. 



Project No. 

Title of the roject 

Objectives 

Tr eat ae at s 

ICJi 2.2.5 
7JJ AG ,8(a) 14 .2 .4 
Co,.-,Lr ,)7  of weeds in banana with the 
aid of herbicides - variety 1lobusta 

T0  :i'ind out suitable herbicides 
which would control a local spectrum, 
ci weeds in banana. 

L. re-emergence application 

1. Diuron at 2 kg/ha at biacnthly interval. 
2. Diuron at 3 kg/ha. at biaonthly interval 
3. Diuron at 4 kg/ha bicnthly into-v,11 

B. Post emergence application. 

4. 1.5 lit/ha +  
5. Graxo 1.5 lit/ha. + Dipn kg /%a 
6. (rarlaxone 1.5 lit/ha. + 1iijvc4 kg/ha. 

7. Grarnaxone 1.5 lit/ha. + 24 DNa salt 1 kg/ha. 
8. naxone 1.5 lit/ha. + 	rIo. 	2 kg/ha 
9.Granrixone 1.5 lit/'la. + 	cia. 	3 kr/ha. 

j') .Cojt rol 

fork done and results. 

The rosuLis of two ycors trial indicated that application 
of Piuron 4 kg/ha as biaonthr intorval or ira'1axone 1-5  lit + 
D:urcu 3 kg/ha or Graaaxone 1.5 lit/ha + 2.4 DNa salt 3 kg/ha as 
six monthly post elerOence aoplicaion Is effective in controlling 
c. broad. spectrum of weeds without procucing any deleterious effect 
on the crop. 

An adaptive trial with above three treatroents was laid out 
in 1976-77 and weed samples were collected on 4 different occasions. 
Only in the 3rd occasion, 2r-3 Paoaxone 1 .5 lit/ha + 24 DNa salt 
3 kg/ha) was found to be superior to other treataeats (Fabo 6 (a) 

In short there was no si -mficant difference between 
tr eatlents. 

c ontd. 



40, 	Project lo. 

Title of the project 

Experiment No.3. 

15 

on virus diseases of banana and 
LOi- 	 0 

scron all cultivated and exotic 
ariet±es for their disease resistance 

'kl bunchy top disease of banana) 

flesir 	 3D 

Pr eatment s 	10 varieties 
eslications 	3 

No • of plants per 	5 
plot 

The experiment was laid out during the 
months of Septe'iher 1976 

The procedure followed for innocu1ation waq as follows 

The aphid (Pentalonia nigronvervosa) reared on healthy plants 
were first collected and then allowed to feed in diseased plants 
(inchy Top infected plants) to acu ire the virus. They were then 
transferred to 4-1/4 month old tlants for innoculation feeding at 
the rate of one hundred iofectrd adoids per plant. After injaocuiaion 
feeding, the aphids, were killed by insecticidal snying. The 
observations on percentarre of iiiTection of bunchy top disease as a 
result of artificial inoculation 	infective aphids were recorded 
and the data are presented in t,rbJe 7 - The results incticaed that the 
varieties Vadakkaicadali, Sennacber:adali and Venettukunran are 
tolerent to bunchy top disease when coopared to other varieties. 

During last year, screening trial, the variety KanchikeJa' 
had not taken infection under art 	cia1 iflfloculatjon. Tb confirm 
the result, 15 Xaiichikela plants were inoculated with infective 
aphids when the plants were 85 day old. One hundred infective 
aphids were used for inoculating each plant. Seven plants took up 
infection. 

Twenty—nine Kanchikela plants were inoculated with the 
infective aphids when the plants were 1 _1/4 months old. Only one 
plant was found to be infected with bunchy top (lisease. One 
hundred infective aphids were used for inoculating each plant. 
This inoculation trial revealed at the K, -1 	variety has 
got more tolerance when the plants become older. 

• ...contd. 
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'xperiment 1'Jo.5 10 control the spread of 3unchy Top 
disease of banana by the use of 
insect icides. 

The experijent was 	 .ot iome  p 	r  1976 with 11 
insecticides for controlling thc aphid vector (Pentalonia  
i)igronervosa) which is responsible for the spread 'f 3nchy 
Tes disease. 

Dc'sign 
le plicat ions 
'treatments 
NO. of plants per 
Variety 

plot 

Treatments. 

 

1. loger 	0.05% 	7. katin 
2. 7&atox 	9.02% 	3. 2hioan 
3. 'etasystox 	... Disyston 

. Phimet 	15 kg/ha L • 3'vin 
5. Dimecron 	0 .05% 	ii . 
6. alathion control 

Since tacid coubi i-as net available in the rnarket the 
sane was not included in this eeriseat. 

Spraying with insecticidoc \os carried out at fortnightly 
intervals, starting from one noath old plants and concluding at 
the time of flowering. 7  oiiar 	plication o the insecticides 
were given fifteen times. Traslor insecticides viz. Thisiet 
and Disyston were applied at the time of planting and repeated 
at intervals of forty-five ys. Six amplications were given 
to the crop. I3efo 	each spraying npbid counts were taken at 
fortnightly intervals and r 	'sented in table-0. 

Statistical analysis of the data indicate that all the 
treat'ents are significantly superior to control. The aphid 
pop.lation were very less on plants treated with Thimet and 
maximum, number of aphids were on control plants. Two plants 
were found infected with :3unchy Top cisease in the plants 
treated with lover and Ork plant was infected with 3Ainchy Top 
in the plaits treated with Lnthio. There was no infection in 
the control plot. The yield data obtained in different treatments 
are furnished in Table -9. The data were analysed statistically, 
but there was no signifienut difference in yield between different 
treatments. 

contd. 
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This experiment has already been conducted for three years 
and hence concluded. 

This experiient has rerealcd that both foliar auplication 
of the insecticides aud the soil aplication of the Granular 
insecticides are effective in controlling the aphid population. 
Ar-,Org these the Granular insecticides, Thinet and Disyston were 
highly effective in coutrollizU,  the aphid (Pentalonia nigrowrvosa) 
which is responsible for the spread of Bunchy T0  disease. 



Project No. 

Title of the project 	Pinai diseases of banana and 
their control 

xDerinent 1o.2 fo oerch for suitable control seasures 
using different fungicides ao,inst leaf 
snot cisoase of banana 

* 
18 

Design 	3D 

Treatments 	7 
1. Blitox 0.5% 
2. Difoltan 0.3% 
3. Bordeaux mixture 1% 
4. Dithai:&e Z-78 0.2% 
5. Dithne iI45 0.2% 
6. Power oil 	1% 
7. Control 

eplications 	4 

Variety 	Dwarf Cavendish 

The fungus Cercospora musae was found to be associated with 
the leaf spot disease of bannna. The leaf spot disease is very 
severe during the south west monsoon period. 

The experi'ient was planted in September 1976 with a view to 
find out suitable fungicide for the control of leaf spot disease 
of banana. 

Spraying with different fungicides Viz. (i) Blltox 2.5% 

(2) Difoltan 0.3% (3)  Bordeaux mixture 1% (4)Dithane Z-78 0.2% 
(5) Dithane i5 9.2% and power oil was commenced as soon as the 
initial symptom of the diseaso was noted. Six spraying were 
given to the crop at fOrtniThly intervals. Before the spraying, 
the plants were graded according to the infesting of infection. 
The yield data obtained are presented in Table-19. 

Statistical analysis of the data revealed that there was 
no significant difference in yield between the treatments. 
However, the mean bunch weiht was more from plants treated with 
Bordeaux mixture when coaered to other treatments. The 
experiment was repeated during the year under report by planting 
on 22.10.77. The ripe banana fruits obtained from different 
fungicidal treatments were analysed for Various qualities. The 
data obtained arepresenter' in Table-li. 

contd. 
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The analysis indicated that the percentage of total sugar 
was more in all the treatmelits than the control. Among the 
treatments the percentage of total sugar was uore in the fruits 
obtained from the plot sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. Not much 
of variation existed among the different treatments in respect 
of other qualities studied. 

0 



Project No.  

Title of the Project 	Staoies  
b' aia 

on the nerat ode parasites of 

20 

Objectives: 

1 • To survey the banaia pr owing areas to find out the 
nematode 	rasites.a ssociated with the crop and to 
determine their degree of incidence. 

To survey work is in progress. Froc the survey so far 
conducted, it was revealed that the following species 
of parasitic nematodes are present in banana root and 
soils. 

1. adopholus  Op. 

2. Pratyleughus sp. 
3. Helicotylencs op. 
*. Criconemoids op. 
5. He1oidogyne s.. 

2. The  objpet,of the ody is to find out the plant nematode 
relationship and deter,-tine their pathogenic effect on the 
crop. 

Pot culture experiiots was conducted to determine the 
pathogenic effect. Different levels of opilation of 
ladopholus Similis was imculated to the plants raised in 
sterile soil. Periodic potulation of neriatodes was 
estimated from the root samples of the plants. 3imietiic 
data on grorth characters were recorded. From the data 
collected, it ies reveaied that when the ponilation of 
nematodes exceeds 100 	in 10 gram of roots the growth 
of plant was retarded. 

3. Evaluation of different nematicides for the control of 
ladopholus sinilis and root knot nema'.odes. 

Treatuents 	 7 
1. Dasanit 	2 gram of ai/plant 
2. Tenik 	 do. 
3, Furadan  3 	 do 
. rhit 	 do. 

5. lieem cake kOO gram/plant 
6. Nemacur 2 gram of ai/plaiit 
7 Control 

contd. 
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1 	1-y crcit 	 landonised Block Design 
iO. of replication 	it  
Variety 	 Nendran 

Work done and results. 

The exocrioient was laid oo:t during October 1976 for the 
ovahation of different nenaticdes for the control of Parasitic 
nuaatodes of banana. Before 	soil sariples were taken 
fron each treatnent, to assess the :opulation of neriatodes. 
First application of nenaticide was done at the tine of planting. 
The application was repeated four nonths after planting. Before 
second application, soil and root saiPles were collected and the 
nenatode population assessed. Final soil and root sanples were 
collected four months after second oiplication. The data on 
population of nematodes in the soil and root samples at different 
stages are furnished in tables 12 nu-  13. 

The harvest of the bunches was coupleted in Octc'er 977 
and the data obtained are furnished, in table-Vi. 	on the counts 
of nematode population in the oi7, and root sanpies, it was 
observed that there was reduction in the nimber of parasites, as 
a result of application of neticLoles. 

The mean population of nenatocies in 10 gram of root samples 
collected at different stages were statistically analysed. rho 
result of analysis showed that there was significant differente 
between the population in troaod riots and control plots. In 
control plots, the Population exceeded the noraci pathogenic 
level of 100 ios. in 10 grais of roots. 

The statistical analysis of the yield data indicated that the 
treatuents were significantly superior to control. Maxiruan bunch 
weight was obtained in the plot treated with Nenacur I ollo'ed by 
Temik and Thinet. 

The experi'ent was repeated, by planting during Noverib 	77. 
Jipplication of 1enaticides was done as per schedule. Soil and 
root samples were collected at different stages and the nenatode 
Population is being assessed. 

contd. 
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Project 1,40. 	 i•ot assirned 

Title 

Objectives 

ar'ncy of application of Nitroren 
and Potash to irrigated banana (Var. 

ncir an) 

do doeroino the optinun tiae rind 

dra:ncy of application of N & K to 
ienron banana under irrigated 
COflL1OflS for getting econo:iic yields. 

Duration 	3 years 

Treataents 	8 

I • 1i1l i & K 30 days altar piaiting 

2. Full N & K 90 days after lanting 

3,  Pull N & K 150 days after pionting 
. N & K in two equal split do35 at 30 and 150 days 
after planting 

5. N & K in 3 equal split doses at 30, 90 and 150 days 
after planting. 

6. lJ & K in '4 qqual split doses at 30 9  70, 110 and 150 
days after planting 

7. & K in 5 dqual split 'OS5 at 31, 60, 90, 120 and 
150 days after planting 

3. i' & K in 6 equal split doses at 30, 55, 80, 105, 130 
and 150 doys after planting. 

F05  to be applied one dose an the 30th day after planting. A 
hsal dose of 15 g farri yard :oanure to be applied at the time 
of planting to all plants. 

Dosage of nutrient  

8 225 g/plant 
P205  225 g/plant 

K20 450 g/pl ant 

Design  

le -PI ication 	3 

Spacing 	2 x 2 notres 

No. of plaits per plot 	6 (net with co-'non border rows) 

.. .contd. 
IV 
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Work done and results: 

The experi'icnt was first laid out and planted on 27.9.1976. 
Cultural and ianurial practicus were fol1oed as per schedule. 
The coon data recorded on rphological characters (height., girth 
and ..ubcr of leaves) a:id yi rid characters (bunch 	ight, nuober 

f hands and moher of fingers) ore 'esented in tahle-1s 

Xn respect of vegetiive paracietors recorded, the treatient 
differences wore significant for height and girth of plairts and 
not for 	of leaves or duration, in respect of hciht, treat— 
nent 5 was significantlyuper!Or to fr .1 although it was on par 
with Tr .2, 7, ', 6 and 8 which were s it, Ili ficaitly superior to Tr.3 

and 1. 

With regard to bunch characters, the treatcent differences 
were significant only in r'spect of cean bunch weight. Tr .i 
recorded iaxircwn bunch oight followed by Tr .1 which were on par 
with r.3 and 2. The 	incicated the necessity to repeat the 
trial under adjusted p condition for drawing further conclusions. 

contd. 
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Project No. 	 Not ossigned (new) 

Clonal variation studies in banana 

2b ject irC 20 assess the natural genetic 
vaviobiiity existing in pojiiar 
banana 

 
varieties arid to select ucst 

'oiisingclones fnr popslari sat ion 

Work done and results 	k detailed survey was conducted in 
Friehur District and 538 suckers were collected. 	The crop was 
raised during 1977-78 and perforance on yield and other 
.oruhological characters was studied. ,Tide variability was 
noted in duration, height ,uir'ihers of suchers produced, girth, 
riroher of leaves and total yield of the plant. The yield of 
Vie 	plant ranged from 3.5 to 14 .5 kg. Poking average bunch 
weight of 11 kg as basis, the sciections which gave the averace 
bunch weight below 11 kg were rejected and the rrorlising 80 
selections were planted du log this yerr for gathering farther 
data. 

rroject No. 	 Not assigLed 
icfl 1g .(,(a) 14.2.7 

Title of the 	Oject 

Objectives 

Technical progra're: 

Physiclorrical basis of variation 
In yild between two varieties of 
banana viz. Nend-ran and Zanzibar 

To assess the various physiqlogicaA  
para9etero such as NTl, PGR, Lfl and 
L/iii that are associated with 
uroductivity and to correlate the 
above parameters with the bionass 
and economic yield. 

Suckers of uniform age and size will be planted in 7 
rows with 7 plants in each row including border rows with saaeing 
of 2{ x 2 for both varieties separately. 

Three samplings were carried out. In the first saripling 
iendran variety exhibited higher bioriass as against Zanzibar 
variety while in the final saiplirig Zanzibar exhibited a higher 
biomass. NI1, Lfl, 	are being calculated. 

c ontd. 
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Project No. 

Title of the 

Obe-t. ives 

Not assigned 
KLU LL R  (a) 14 .2.7 

uroject 	Thyoilc'gical dterioration of seed 
rv--terial in banana - variety Nendran 

assess the yiei.diir potential of 
riizone of the stro uother riont 
c::jiLiriuous planting for a reriod 

of i 

Technicalprogra::uie 

'lve suckers of uifora are and size will he planted 
with 2 x 2 ! spciug iving usual cultural practices as 
rocoriuended in the package of practices. 

The entire nurober of daubter suckers of the ciother plant 
Will be utilized for p -iring in the subsequ'nt years uto 3rd 
yea?. In the forth year the number will be reduced to 
convenience. 

Work done and result s  

The suckers were uunted on 32.11 .1°7. The suckers failed 
to establish The experleont has been planted in 1977-78 season 
with 10 suckers and the c- e is in urogress. 

Project No. 	 Not assigned 

Title of the urojoct 

Objective 

Induced iutagenesis in soie banana 
varieties through irradiation and 
cheroical

In  
	raethocs. 

lo cause gen'tic varieties in 
stature,duration, disease resistance, 
fruit qoality and yield by inducing 
atation through irradiation and 
cheroical 'iethocls. 

Tork dene and results.  

Four months old suckers of Nendran variety were subjected 
to 1, 2, 3,  4,  5, 6, 7 end 8 71R exposures of garoaa rays. The 
suckers were then planted in the fiei1 a?o with control. The 
suckers were allowed to produce suckers and the daughter suckers 
wore transplanted for forthc-r perfmance studies. 

The available suckers were very few and hence no data on 
roorphological and yield characters were observable in the VM 
generation. The experi'w:ut WS dropncd as s'ggosted by the 
Project Co—ordinator (fruits), ici.. 

t 

contd. 
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Project No. 

Title of the project 

Obj oct Ives 

iork done and rosu1ts  

JO ssincd) 

on the insect pests of banana 
control 

ng of varieties against the 
e;oh of banara rhizome weevil 

The banana rhizome weevil is a major insect pest of the 
crop in Kerala. The preseiA, wc'k is aimed at in selecting 
varieties resistant to the pot. The varieties used for the 
screening were the fo11owing 

1 • Nein3ran 

3. obusta 

5. Dwarf Cavendish 

7. KanchikIa 

9. Gronichel 

2. Zanzibar 
/f Poovafl 

6. Paiayankodan 

P. Njaiipoovan 

10. 	 bat.beesa 

P)rom the study, it was revealed that none of the above 
varieties was resistance to the post attack. The varieties 
1Jendrarj,Zanzibar, lobuste, Dwarf Cavondish and Grosmichel 
were more susceptible than 7anchike1a, Njalipcovan, 
Palayankcdan, Poovan and Pacha bontha batheesa. 

The screening trial Is in 7ropress for the year 1977-78 
with another set of 10 varieties. 
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Project No. 	 To be assigned 

Title Control of banana rhizor, e weevil by 
insecticide treat-cut of sucers 

3c done  and results  

The object of the axrient is to find out how far 
external treatient of banana uchers with insecticides will 
help in checking infestation by rhizome 'weevil. 

One field experiient was conducted with the following 
insecticides: 

* 

1. katin 

2. BTC suspension 

3. Sevin suspension 

4. Diriacron 

. Disyston granules 

C. Pdradan granules 

7. Thimet granules 

0  S'ivirex 

It 

In the case of snspousios the suckers were dipped in 
them for 30 minutes. The erann]os were spread Over the suckers 
after dipping them in cowdrng slurry and dried partially. The 
variety uscd for the study was Pond-,en. 

ori the preliminary anoJysis of the yield ata, it was 
noticed that insecticidal treatment of suckers reduced the 
infestation of the weevil, and increased the bunch weight. The 
mean bunch weight of the different treatments are given below: 

'r -a0ent  

Disyston 

Bunch weight (kg) 

10.22 

TC Suspension 	 10.05 

Solvirex 	 9.92 

Furadan 	 9.55 

Sevin suspension 	 9.36 

Dimacron 	 9.35 

'katin 	 9.28 

Control 	 7.77 

The experiment 
confirmatory results 

was repeated during the year 1977-78 for 
and the same is in progress. 

contd. 



lr eject No. 	 n -t. assed 

Titlo 	 ;Thutrel of banana rhizone weevil by 
to 	)liCaticn of insecticide around 
tie rhizone 

Wcr done and results: 

The object of the e eriacnt is to find cat how far the 
soil application of insecticide will help in checkiohT infestation 
by rhizome weevil. 

One field ee -Perimont was conducted with the following 
insecticides: 

1. iflC 10% 
	5 *10 suspension 

2. Lldrin 
	 6. Sevin Suspension 

3. Chlordane 
	7. Carvint 

4. Heptachlor 
	8. Control 

First application was done in the pits before planting. 
The second apolication was done 3 months after planting. The 
variety used for the study was Nendran. 

From the 1'eli'iinary analysis of the yield data obtained, 
it uas seen that, soil applicatic of insecticide helped in 
checking the infestation of rhizome weevil and increased bunch 
weight. The mean bunch weight of the differcut troatmens are 
given below: 

Treatment Bunch weight (kg) 

1. Chlordane 7.68 

2. BIG 10% 7.47 

3. Sevin 7.09 

4. Carvint 7.06 

5. Pldrin 6.93 
(3. 	C suspension 6.61 

7. Heptachlor 6.27 

8. Control 5.66 
The experiment was repeated during the year 1977-78 for 

confirmatory results and it is in progress. 

contd. 
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-iroject No. 	 Not assined 

2itJo of the -project 

Objective 

Peiviation density trial in banana - 
variety Tobusta 

To s-Lidy +he optimum snacing for 
raiety lobasta to maximise yield 
'er iiiut area 

Treatments 	4 methodw of planting 

1. Square method - 1 .5 m x 1 .5 m 
(k3C0 lant s/ha.) 

P. Tririnpular method - 1.0 x 2.0 m 
L5jH P:lan 	/ts ha 

3. SinIe ede method 1 .0 m x 2.0 ri 
(022 mants/ha) 

1• Dcvble hodr'e method 1 .0 to x 2.0 

S 
Lay out 

No. of replications 

Plot size 

iTor1c done and rcsultst 

The experiment which was lanted during 1976-77  
was completed during the peried. The data collected on vcetative 
parameters viz. hciOht of the clants 	Jr th  of pseudcstems and 
number of leaves recorded at periodical intervals are presented 
in Table-16. Data on productivity viz, bunch weight, yield of 
fruits in tons/ha. and cototed figures of morcentage of 'ade 
bunches are presented in Table-17- 

Taking the per hectare yield., extra expenditure involved 
and the extra yield consequently the additional income realised, 
Vie cost benefit analysis of various freatients was worod out. 
The details of which are presented in Table —18. 

The data on vegetative parameters (Table-16) indicated 
that while the Tr .2 was superior in all respects when the plants 
were three months old, such superiority of that treatment could 
not be noticed when the plants attained six months age. Tr.3 
contributed for maximum height of plants and Pr.1 for the pirth 
of pseudostems. Howeveri in respect of number of leaves not 
much differences could be noticed in different periods at which 

V 
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data were collected. L flowi'ring stage (9 months after planting) 
Pr .3 contributed for maxi-'n hciht of -i.Ag-uts and girth of 
pseuclosterns followed by Pr .1. 

In res'ect of prod: tive characters, the 
were significant (ahle-17) in respect of 'nor 
and percentage of grede bunches and in resioct 
weiht. Tr-3  followed by "T .1 contributed for 
even though the treatent differences were not 
and Tr .3 contributed for maximum per centage 0 

indicating their better marketability compared 
produced in Pr .2 and Tr .?4 	in respect of per 
fruits in tons, it was observed that increased 
contributed for more vroThction although this 
contribute acceptable grade hunches. 

treatient differences 
hectare yield of fr'its 
of average bunch 
maxirrm hunch weight 
significant. Pr .1 

f grade bunches 
to grade hunches 
hectare yield of 
pcpi mt ion/ha 

treatment did not 

Taking all the productive characters into consideration, 
treatment Pr.3 and P.1 appeared to be better and they were on r 
for all the characters studied. But the cost benefit analysis 
(Table 18) indicated that the acceptable cost benefit ratio was 
exhibited by Tr -1 in which a population of 4900 suckers/ha was 
accorriodated. Under the existing system of cultivation, the 
pojxilation density adopted is 210/ha providing planting distance 
of 2.4 14 between rows and 1 .8 M between plants. It appears hence 
necessary toe onduct further trials to assess the efficacy of 
existing method of cultivation with the best treatments as evidenced 
by this trial. 

During the year 1977-70, the experiment was repeated by 
including the local method of planting (2.4 Mx 1.8 it)  with 4 
replications. The experiment was planted on 11.8.1977. The 
plants were manired as per schedule. Data oa vegetative 
parameters viz, height of plants, girth of pseudostem and number 
of leaves were recorded at intervals of three months. The 
eXteri:ieflt is in per Ogress. 

contd. 
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Jcrk  done and resuts. 

The experir ut was laid cut in the year 1976-77 and pinted 
on 27.9.1976. 	All the trTate1tS were -lanted with ioki-:an 
infected succ's. The yieid data showed that there vas no visible 
effect due to application of fnesiUo sulphate. The data were 
statistically analysed and it was found that there was no si2nificant 
c-fect due to treatments as regards bunch weight, No. of hands and 
No. of fingers (Table 20) 

The experiient has been repeated in 1977-78  season rodifying 

the periodicity of -the application of iagnesiurn sulphate and the 
sane is in rrogress. 

-4 

11 

contd. 
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B. PINAPPLE 

Project No. 

Title of project 

ives 

Pewlation dr'nsity trial in 
pineapule variety ?T{ew! 

To find out the -iost 
cpilation density for I(0Wt 

variety of pineapple for 
aximising production. 

Duration 	 6 years 

Technical progrir2ie: 

Series I - Treat'ients (1974 planting) 	21 

a. SD,-Icing 
b. ethod of 

planting 

a. Details of Spacing (in C1S 5% 

Bed to Bed Sl.No. P-1,  -lilt 	to Plant T? ow to 'tow 
1 30 60 75 
2 25 60 90 
3 30 45 60 
4 25 60 75 
5 25 45 7 
6 25 45 
7 20 40 T

10 

b. Jethod of planting—P. 

1. Two row bed 
2. Three row bed 
3. 'our row bed 

Lay out 

Uo. of replications 

Planti aaterial. 

2 Sit plot design 
27 

Uniform suckers 

Series II - 1976 planting:; 

Treatrients (1976 planting 
a. Spacing 
b. Hethod of planting 

27 

23 

....contd. 
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a. Details 

S.No.  

of scing (in cs) 

Plant to plant ow to row Bed to Bed 
1.  30 60 90 
2.  25 60 90 
3.  30 45 90 
4.  25 45 90 
5.  30 45  105 
6.  25 45 105 
7.  30 60 105 
8.  25 60 105 
9.  45 60 108 (control) 

b. Method of planting () 

1. Two row bed 	2. Three row bed 

lay out 	 Split plot design 

No. of replications 	7 

Work done and results - Series I experient (1974) 

The trial to find out the most Optinuri population density 
for maxi 	'odi- ction  of pineanule as laid outnn 20.7.1974. 
Suckers  of unifn age and size having 15 to 20 leaves were used 
for planting. The design of the experirient was split plot with 
21 treatments and seven replications. Fertilizers were applied 
at the rate of 8:3:12 (.Ym rf 	K per lant/year in two eoual 
dozes as soil application at the ti,,'-e  of Onset of south west and 
north east monsoons. Observations on the nunber of leaves 

oduced/plant and leaf area index worked out one year after 
Planting are furnished in table-Pi. Along with the number of 
suckers produced/ plant and the chration of the plant crop in 
days. As the natural flowering in l4àrch 1976, even after 20 months 
after planting, accounted only for 3.70 - 15.34% in different 
treatnents, application of growth regulator (500 ppi ethrel) was 
done in Jnuory 1977 for inducing axinun flowering thereby to 
collect yield data. Data on woiiht of frrits with and witht 
crown and crown weight were recorded. 	roro the data, per hectare 
yield in tonies with and 'ithout crowns were worked out besides 
the cost beiiefit ratio of the treat",  to under two row bed syste's 
as there was no sipuificn-t dif.erence in any of the characters 
due to rows. The cost benefit ratios arrived at by taking into 
account the additional exonditure involved for various inpits 
and the extra yield obtained fixii the niniun most polation 

IV 
	 • ..contd. 
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density P S1  (45382 plants/ha.)-is the base. The average fruit 
weight an without crown and the average c own weight are presented 
in table-22 along with the 	oiited figures for per ha. yield of 
fruits in toies with ax1 it.hcat crowns. The details of cost 
benefit analysis are presented in aable-3. 

The following results were obtained - 

rowth charcters  

The data revealed that the differences in the plant vigour 
as expressed by the number of leaves/plant and the leaf area index 
were not significant due to treatments. The sucker production 
although was not influenced by methods of planting,  differ ent 
spacings significantly influenced the some, spacings S2 and 54 
contributing for maximum and S5 for tho least production of suckers! 
plant. With resuect to the duration of the plant crop, the 
treatment differences were not sirnificant. 

Yield characters  

The data indicated that the verage fruit weiiht with crowns 
as not affected other by the number of rows or by the spacings 
between rows and plants. 1lOwever, treatment P1  S and P1S2  pro duced 
fruits of increased weight. The fruit weirht eoid of crowns showed 
significant difference in respect of spacings only. For this 
character, scinps S, S, 2 and S were significantly superior 
and 1/Tore on par. Again te crown weight was not s'en influenced by 
the number of rows but s mcing significantly influenced the same, 
spacing S contributing for the roduction of crowns of minimum 
weight an spacing S7  for maximum weir-ht. 

The fruit yield in tonues wo'ked out/ha with and without 
crowns also showed significant influence exerted by the spaciifc. 
The per hectare yield with th crown intact was maximum in spacing 

followed by spacing Sc . it was minimum in spacing S0.  In the 
absence of crown also, & uer hectare yield exhibited the same 
trend. 

The cost benefit analysis shcwd that the treatment P1S wqs  
most economical followed by treat;oiits P1S4  and P1S for per Rectare 
yield of fruits with crowns intact. In case of yied devoid of crowns 
treat:ent P1S4  and P1S2  were srerior followed by P1  S5. 

The studies thus have sowrj that leaf production, leaf area 
index and the duration of the ulant crop of pineapple are not 
influenced by different poilation densities, whereas the sucker 

contd. 
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production er pliant is seen a1fectod. The average fruit 
weight with crown intact is cL seen ±nfu nced by different 
ponlation densities, l3t, when fruit weight wlLIlat crown 
is taken into account, thee is a nifiaunt difference dLe to 

spacings obviously 	COWfl weiht is influenced 

by the plant omt 	he 	niht being highest wTlen 

the polat1on 	;ty :.snt it u.sau'. spacing s7) . iigner 

norulation densities are lloind to be re. poasihie for securing 
higher tonnage of frui ts /ha 	3nt an a va'aeticai considerat,iOfl 
the increased tonnage can hc sttc 	c lonficial if anly 
it has been found advantageous on a cast benefit ratio analysis. 
In this respect treatment P1S (61666 suckers/ha) P1S  (59259 
suckers,4ia) and P S2  (53333 sckas/hn) are superior or yield 
with crowns intact and treationt P1 s (5 	 1  9259 suckers/ha), PS2  

(53333 suckers/ha) and Pi 	(61666 suckers/ha) are superior 
for yields withou Cr OWL 	n or:aii analysis it uay apgear 

that the treatment P1  S
1  (95 anc's,hn) is most advantageous. 

ut pineapple beir:g a crop iaintaisod in ratooning. The snacing 

between trenches is cc importait factur to be reckoned with far 

easiness in adopting 	ruronouic practices. The treatment 

P1S,1  having the Sli-L 	(5 cm  g 	-Tenches is difficult 

to manage in subsequees iintoon seasens. Therefore the treateent 
P1S2  accommodating 53333 sucI/au allowing interspaces of 90 
ems. between trenches, 60 cm twee:?. rows and 25 cm between 
plants is found to he oytiiui ierLhcr although the maximum 
population densities contributed for increased touiiage the 

average fruit weight wit!iout crown being below the standard, 
may fail to attract a good prise in the vpetable market. 

Series II 1976 planting: 

The trial was 	aeed in 16-77 season adopting the 

modification suggesl' 	v 	ct as?l planting, on 9.9.1976 
using uniform suck,-,_-.-, 	a fertilizer schedule 

of 8:12 gm NR(/piair,ysnr ius1sns 	Puring the period under 

report, data on VC, etalive gro wt. b 	mats viz • number of 

leaves, length and width of B leaf to werk out leaf area index 
were recorded at intervals of six euL' and eighteen months 
after planting and the same are presented 	in table-24- 

To induce uniform flowering growth regulator (25 ppm 
e'threl + 2 urea + 0.04% calcium carbonate) was applied on 
14.12.1977 and the percentage of flowering occurred in various 
treatments was recorded. The data are presented in table-24. 

The grop is yet to cone for harvesting. 

The data collected after an interval of six months after 
planting indicated that the various growth characteristics Viz. 
leaf production and leth and width of 'Y' leaf did not vary 

• •.contd. 
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significantly due to rows .eres length of "fl"iraf -11  1-47, was 
significantly influenced by different spacings, spacing S9  being 
significantly superior to other suacings. The data collected 
after the interval of I i±een months after planting indicated 
tbat in respect of leafTr3dction tiat the treatment F1S was 
su per i or followed by tr eat ic nt 2 S7  and P1  S1  was infer icr 4o st. 
bo leaf area index was f -wourahle to treatment P955  followed 

by P9S0 , the inferiorrjost treatment being P1  S1. The growth 
reulaor applicatior. produced favourable eliects in all the 
treatments in general. The range of flowering varied from 71.73 
to 96.13 in various treatments, the maximum flowering being 
noticed in treatment P1S8  followed by treatments P1  S1. In this 
respect, the treatment P7S4  was found to be inerThr recording 
71.73 percent flowering. 

It is expected that the crop will come to harvest in 4ay 
1978, when data on productivity -and other characters will be 
recorded. 

coiitd. 
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Froject No. 	3.2.2 

Nutrition studies on piUCa2D10 

Variety 

Objectives 

2ie- y 

O iiad out the optimum dose of urea as 
folio.r say in combination with soil 

1ication 

Technical programie: 

Series I 1974 planting 

Tr cat icuts  

Total No. of treatelits 12 

a. Dose of nitrogen () 	3 

b. ilethod of application') 

a. Doses of nitrogen/p1at(i) 

N1  - 8 g N/plant/year 

N - 12 g i/plaut/year 
2 

N3  - 16 g N/plant/yecr 

Ldtrogen will be given as !% foliar sway. Phosphorus and 
potash will be given in the form of superphosphate and rouriate 
of potash @ 4 and 12 g respectively/plant/year in soil. Phosorus 
W;11 he applied in one dose and potassium in three equal doses. 

h. Method of application (N) 

- 25% N as foliar + 75% N in soil 

do 	+50% 	do. 

113  - 75% 	do. 	+ 2.5% 	do. 

- All nitrogen in soil 

Nitrogen in soil will he given in split doses as given 
below 

contc!. 
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75% N in soil in th'ee split doses 
50% N in soil in two split doses 
25% N in soil in one dose  

All nitrogen in soil in four split doses. 

Ly out 
Plalatiic riater ial 
ar iety 

No. of replications 
Plot size  
Spac ii 
No. of plants per plot 

Split plot design 
Suckers of uniform size 

g ew 

X 2 .4 0 M 
30 cm x 45 cm X 60 cm. 
64 

Series Ii - 1976 pltiug 

In the experiment laid out in 1976 certain nodifications in 
the method of application of nutrients were riado with concurrence. 

Technical program-ic: 

Sal.e as Series I exceot for changes 'iade in the method of 
application of nutrients both in soil and folior. 

Method of application of iutrients. 

i. All nitrogen in soil will he given in 4 split doses at 
intervals of 1 	mont's between applications during the 
period June to Nove,her. 

ii. 75% Nitrogen in soil will be given in three split doses 
at intervals of two months between applications during 
the period Junc to Nov - h or. 

iii. 50% Nitrogen in soil will be given in two split doses 9± 
intervals of three 1onts between application 

iv. 25% iitrogou in soil will be given in One dose at tine of 
planting. 

Foliar application Of orea. 

The following will he the spraying schedule of urea 

i. 25% as foliar spray will TOO iiven in two doses in November 
and February 

ii. 50% N as foliai' spray will he given in four doses in 
November, Deceiber, Jrnory and February. 

iii. 75% N as foliar spray will '3e given in six doses in November 
December, January, Febray, March and April. 

contd. 
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Work done and results; 

Series 1 1974 planting 

The yield data obtalod. consequent on the application of 
growth regulator (5D poo etrel) on 25.12.1976 were analysed 
statisticaly takin into cooideration, the average weiub.t of 
fruit. The data are 1ese,od in Table-25. The fruits obtained 
from various treatments were 	alysed for their qualities viz. 
T.S.S., Lcidity reducing and non-reducing sugars, total sugars 
and sugar acid ratio. The details of which are presented in table-25. 

The data revealed that in respect of average fruit weight 
with crowns, the effects d 2 to nitrogen levels was not significant 
where as thod of application of nitrogen differed significantly, 

and 	method ci' t licatioris being superior to M, method of 
application. Both nitrofen levels and methods of aopifcation had 
no influence on TS and ciitv of the fruits. The reducing sugar., 
non-reducing sugars, total or and sugar acid ratio were found to 
vary significantly due to itrr levels and methods of application. 
In respect of reducing, suorc different levels of nitrogen differed 
significantly, 11  Contributing for maximum followed by 1

2  and N 
Lsoone-  different methods of arelication,being significantly 
superior to Mj , M and. N,. which were on par • 	In respect of non- 
recucing sugars, otai sgars and. sugar acid ratio, among the 
different levels of nitrogen N, was significantly superior to N1  

and N, among the four methods of applications 	was signifi cantly 
super or followed by M.. 2h@ chtta thus have shon that in respect 
of yield there was no irnificant difference between Jifferc'it 
lcvls of nitrogen tried at soil application (M) of nutrients was 
superior to other methods tied. L.lthough lower most dosage of 
8 g Li/plant/year N1) contributed for higher reducing sugar in 
fruits, in respect of other qualities of fruits viz, non-reducing 
sugars, total sugars and sgar acid ratio. The  Nitrogen level 
12 g/plaut/year (N9) was fcund,to he significantly superior 
followed by 8 g l7plent/year  N) , the highest dosae tried 
16 g N/plant/year (N3) contributing far lesser qualities of 
fruits. In respect of methods of application, soil apulication 
(M4 ) was significantly superior for all the characters studied 
viz, yield and qualities of fruits. 

Series II 1976 planting  

Airing 1976-77 the experiment was repeated adopting the 
modifications of the technical 	ogrammes by planting on 10.7.1976 
in split plot design with if treatoents and seven replications. 

-colt d. 
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The period under report a lication of fertilizers as per 
schedule was coipleteci. Tc 'nJoce uniform fIowr:i 	and to 
enable for the collection of yiold data growth regulators 
(25 ppo ethrel + 2% urea + .04 calcium carbonate) was 
aTOiied on 16 .12.1977. Th data in vegetative growth 
characteristics viz. rL1bQrod leaves and leaf area index were 
recorded at intervals of six and eighteen raonths after planting. 
The extent of flowering as percentage due to the apolication of 
growth regulator was also recorded. The data are furnished in 
tahle-26. 

The data indicated that in respect of leaf production at 
interval of six months after planting treatients M1  followed 
by tratients N N and N 11 are superior and treatient N3F43  is 
inferio'ciost. 41 leaf ae index for the above period treatrient 
N TI followed by treatment N3M.,  is superior and treatient NT 2f

-3
Is ifeIorDcjt. With regard to leaf production after a period 
Of 18  months after planting, the trend of results was in favour 
of treatr N?, N1it and N1  M, With regard to leaf area index 
for the period treatent N: i found to he superior followed by 
trea-toient 	Thus the 	on growth characters are found in 
favour to soil application of nitrocen in in general. In respect 
Of flowering due to growth reg lator application, although this 
trend is favourable to soil application in respect of N and N3  levels of nitrogen, in respect of N2  levels of nitrogen treatient 

is superior. It was noticed tFiat for all the nitrogen levels, 
I4 method of application was inferior in this respect. 

The harvesting of th crop has not yet been connienced for 
drawing conclusions in respect of yield and quali±i 	of fruits. 

contd. 
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Project No. 	 3.2.3 

ffect of plant growth regulators on 
fruit size and maturity of pineapple 
variety iCew'. 

Objectives 	 To find out the best concentration of 
planof ix and stage of application of 
he  sane in increasing fruit size and 

delay in maturity of the fruits 

Duration 	 6 years. 

Tr eat ments 	 C. Concefltration of planofix 

is 	100 p 
ii. 200 ppn 
iii. 300 pp 

b. Gtae of application 
j• 	One month after flowering 
ii. Two months after flowering 
iii. Three months after flowering 

Uniform flowering of 
application of gr owt h r egu Ia  

plaits will be induced by the 
or. 

Type of planting material 

Variety 

Lay out 

No. of replications 

Plot size 

Spacing 

No. of plants/plot 

Uniform suckers 
r 
-ew 

andoinised Block design 

7.50 x 2.10 metres 

30 cm x 60 cm x 90 cm 

70 
The experiment was laid out statistically in 1976-77 season 

by planting in June 1 974. During the period under report  growth 
regulator application to induce uniform flowering was done on 
22.12.77 about 16 months after planting. Data on the extent of 
flowering as percentage were collected. Application of planofix 
of different concentration at the stage of one month after flowering 
was done on 5.3.1978 after recording the basic data. The other 
treatments are yet to be done and hence the experiment Is in progress. 
The extent of flowering in various treatments ranged from 56.6 to 78%. 

contd. 
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Project No. 

S1darLsatiofl of trie of 	pliation of 
growth regulator (otirei) or rnatc'riils 
robed from suckers and C)wfl. 

e 

Objectives 

Duration 

Treatments: 

1. Suckers 

2. Crown 

L.oplication of growth 
at 14, 15, 16, 17 and 
pIintii with control 

ipplication of growth 
at 16, 17, 18, 19 and 
planting with control 

regulators in suckers 
18 months after 
(water application) 

regulators on crowns 
20 months after 
(water application) 

fo fiod out the best stage of arplication 
of growth regulators for getting optimum 
fruit weight . 

3 years 

Growth regulator to be used:100 pm ethrel + 2% urea + 0.04% aCO3. 
Lay out 

Non of replications 

Spacing 

No .of plants/treatment 

.3.D. 

30 cm x 60 cm x 90 cm 
70 

Work done  and results. 

The observational trial COfldCtd diring 1974-76 had indicated 
that 500 ppo ethrel was effeeti 	in inducinp good poreeritgr'e of 
flowering (73.82 to 95.71%) in crowns at age 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 months the mRxirlum percentage  of flowering being Produced in 17 and 18 ronths 
old crowns. The control plot had recorded only a flowering of 2.48%, 
while the averare weight of fruits obtained was 1.222 kg from suckers, 
the same was only 0.962 kg from crowns. 

For getting more results the experiment was repeated in 1.3. 
design by plantil€ on 16.6.1976 the f1rowth regulator (ioo Mim etirel + 2% urea + 0.04% aCO3) was a71icc1  during the period uer report 
in all the treatment courining of ouckers and crowns of different 
ages. Data on vegetative growth of plants Viz. No. of leaves a nd 
leaf area index at the tiie of aunhicatjon of growth regulator and 
also the extent of flowering at poriodic intervals duo to growth 
regulator application were recordo. The data are presented in 
tables-27 and 28. 

contd. 



The data revealed the following 

i • In respect of moan leaf nurhers per plant, the average 
leaf lirodulction varied from 37.30  to 46.82 per plant in resect 
of suckers and from 30.07 to 39.32 per niant in respect of crowns 
of different age groups. 

ii. The response of suc:ers was good towards the a-pplication 
of growth regulators for all ages starting from 14th month, the 
extent of flowering ranging from 82.5 to 96.1 per cent. 

iii. In control plot, the plants started flowering under 
natural conditions only when they attained the age of 19 months 
only. They recorded a percentage of flowering of 88.9 percent 
which ha neeii obtained due to very favourable weather during 
the year consequent of well distributed rainfall during north east 
monsoon period. Under other circumstances, the extent of f,  
under under natural conditions would have been much less (20-30 per cent 

iv. The crowns also res.'onded. 
application for all the aes tried, 
from 81.8 to 89 percent even thouuh 
received. 

well to growth regulator 
the extent of flowering varying 
final data are yet to be 

v. in control plot of crowns, flowering was noticed when the 
Plants attained 19-1/2  months of a'o after planting and the extent 
of flowering during that time was only a meagre figure of 17.9 per 
cent. Eventhough floweri:g continued under natural conditions in 
control plot, the extent of fiioweri- was low (23.6 per cent). 
igain, the unusual favourahie wcth' conditions prevailed drring 
the period had helped in thic rc. 

The experiment is being contirred to gather further details 
on flowering and yield for drawing conclusions. 

c ontd. 
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4 	Project 1O. Coaol of weeds in pineapple 
with herbicides 

Objectives 	: 1. Survey of weed flora 

2. TS find out the suitable herbicides 
which would control a broad spectrum 
cf weeds. 

3. o study the effect of herbicides on 
qaiity and yield and 

4. conopics of weed control with 
herbicide. 

Treatments 	4 

Diuron 1.5, 2.,  2.5 and 3.0 kg/ha 
Bromacil 1.5,  2., 2.9 and 3.0 kg/ha 
Diuron 1.5 kg/na + rosacil 1. .5 kg/ha 
Diuron 1.5 kg/ha + 3rociacil 2.0 kg/ha 
Diuron 2.0 kcr/ha + 3'omacil 1.5 kg/ha 
Diuron 2.0 kg/ha + 3romacii 2.0 kg/ha 
Hand weeded coAb rol and 
unweeded control 

cthod of application 	First 52.lication s pre—emergent sh••ay, 
second solication after 4 months at hr.lf 
dosae. 

Lay out 

e ;.icat ions 

ot size 

no. of plants/plot 

Saaci4' of plants 

x 2.10 1! 

70 

30 cc x 60 cm x 90 cm 

done and results.' 

The exueriment which was started in 1974-75 season was 
concluded. The data collected, indicated that application of diuron 
at 3 kg/ha was most effective in controlling a broad spectrum of 
weeds in pineapple plantation besides most economical. It also 
attributed for higher yield withcat impairing the quality of fruits. 

The experiment of 1976-77 season plaited on 10.10.1976 is in 
progress. Thiring the period under report, data on dry weirht of 
weeds/square metre area were collected at periodical intervals. 
Growth regulator (combination treat'cent of 25 ppn ethrel + 2 urea 
+ 0.04 CaCO3) was applied in all treatments to induce uniform 
flowering. The harvesting is yot to be conenced. 

c ontd. 
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?roject io. 	 3.3.1 
Survey and assessment of diseases of 
pineapule 

mild incidence of leaf hlirht disease was noticed in 
Pineapple plants in some of the rarclens. The fungus was isolated 
and identified as Drechslera hawalionsis. Syiptariatology of the 
disease was studied. 

Project No. 

Objectives 

YJurat ion 
Ti' eat aents 

Jot assidned 
Studies on the effect of growth reulatorg 
in inducing flowering in 'Kew' piiieaple 

To standardize the concentration and ti'ie 
Of aprlication of growth regulators for 
inducing flowering in pineapple {ow' 
variety under Kerala condition 

4 years 

64 

a. i'o. of conccrjtratiois 8 

1. Ethrol 100 pp' 
2. Ethrel 250 pp 
3. threl 500 pp 
4. Et fir el 750 ppr 
5. Ethrel 1000 ppm  
6. 7Fthrel 100 pçn + Urea 2% + CaO03 0.04% 
7. 25 pp ethrel + 21'o' urea + 0.04% CaCO3 
8. Control (iter) 

b. Lge (stage) of plants 	3 
1. Application at 11 months after planting 
2. ,, 12 91 99 

3. 9   13 
4. ,, 14 9  

5. ,, 15 ,, 91 

6. 9   16 9  

7. 17 99 99 
8. ,, 18 ,, 91 

Lay out 

io. of replications 

C onto. 
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Work done and results: 

The observational trial ccncucted during 1974-76 period had 
indicated that ethrel at conceitrations of 500 and 1000 upa were 
most effective in inducing f'ow or-  ng in pineap:'le in suckers  of 
are 14-1/2  to 16 months in plant crop season. 

irther observational tri'is conducted in 1976-77 season 
during the month iOVO:IQT fo Fabruary adopting 6. treatents viz. 
three concentrations of etbrol at 130, 500 and 1000 ppa one 
conceiitration of icimone 	based product) at 10 pin and two 
combination treatments viz. 2 ;n ethrcl + 2% urea + 0.04% calcium 
carbonate and 100 ppo ethrel + 	area + 0.04% CaCO3, on 100 plants 
of plant crop of 16 months old (432 leaves) per treatment and 
ratoon crop of 11-12 months old (23-30 leaves) yielded the following 
results. 

In both plant and rato\iiii crcs, 1900 pun ethrel treatments 
of 25 ppa and 100 ppa etbrel in cc ibination with 2% urea and 0 .04% 
CaCO3 and 500 upn ethrel contributed for maximum per centage of 
flowering in all the months tr.ed viz. November, December, January 
and February (table-29). There .ms not much variation in the 
extent of flowering between .he ro troatmeots ethrel 5°0 upa and 
1000 ppa. But othrel in conb:nmtiai with urea and calcium carbonate 
gave excellent results • Lcimi a 	found to be least effective. 

Of the 8 characters (Hz. mean Noo of loaves/plant, mean 
length and width of RD" leaf at the time of 'o4b regulator 
application, mean fruit weimi. with and without crown, crown weight, 
No. of crowns and L/3 ratic), studied, treatment differences were 
significant only in respect of mean wei,ht of fruits without crown 
aid L/B ratio (Table 30). The himbest value for fruit weight was 
recorded by Tr -6 (.cimone 10 3pa) followed by Tr .4 (ethrel 100 ppn + 

erea + 0.04% CaC)3). With reference to L/m ratio 	fruits, 

treatments 4 (ioo ppn cthrel + 2% urea + 0.04% CaCo3) were found 
superior in the order stated. The mean weight of crown was high 
in plants subjected to cimoue application. In almost all the cases, 
the fruits possessed multi-,le crowns, the maximum number being in 
pleats treated with othrei combinations. 

The cost of application of Lhr three best treatments worked 
out indicated that the combination treatment 25 ppn ethrel + 2% urea + 
0.34% CaCO3, was the cheapest involving a cost of 1.2 paise per plant, 
the next best being the combination treatment of 100 ppn ethrel + 2% urea 
+ 0 .0% CaCO3 involving an expenditure of 1 -53 paise per plant as 
against the expenditure of 3.11 paise/plaiits of application of 500 ppa 
ethrel was resorted to. The combination treatments of ethrel, ur°a and 
CaCo3 were effective in both lant crop and ratoon crop. 

contd. 
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Yet another set of observational trials to evaluate the 
efficacy of different cberajcals and growth Fegultors in induciig  
flowering during the different months of the year was tahen up in 
1976-77. Three doses of ',t--l-el iG pp, 500 ppm and 1000 pn; 
planofix 20 	30 pLpo and 50 -pr coarsely ground powder of 
calcium earbide; Acirione lO um end a couhination of ethrel 100 p'i, 
210 urea and 0.04% CaCO3 were at:lied in suckers of the -1:11 -at crop 
as well as in one year old ratcon crop of "Kew' variety of Pineapple. 
Twenty-five plants were randomaly selected for each treaent in 
each month. Growth regulators were applied in every month from May 
1976 to February 1977. The percentage of flowering was recorded 
for each treatment in each month. To assess the seasonal performance 
of the tra-atments, the techniques suggested by Finlay and 'ilkinson (1963) 
and those by !berhart and lussel (1966) were followed. The data on 
the percentage of flowering in different month and the regression 
co-efficients and mean percentage of flowering for different treatments 
are presented in tables 31 and 32. 

The data revealed the following: 

In general, maximum percentage of flowering was observed 
during October, November and December months indicating that the 
growth regulators exert their maximum influence just trior to 
the natural flowering in pinoaprle. 

!mong various treatients tried, ethrel at 1030  ppi and 
combination treatment of ethrel, urea and CaCO3 induced reeonahly 
high percentage of flowering in off season of June-July, besides 
giving maximum flowering dnring the period of October to January 
while the other treatments were not so effective. 	Treatments 
which had regression co-efficient greater than unity showed higher 
percentage of flowering indicating that ethrel alone and its 
combination with urea and CaCO3 performed well in every month 
tried from the economic point of view, ethrel in combination with 
urea and CaCO3 was cheap. 

In order to gather more details and to get conclusive 
results, a new experiment as ocr aforesaid technical programme 
was statistically laid out on 24.6.1976 using uniform suckers. 
During the period under reeort, besides attending to maintenance 
of crop, growth regulator mgiication was comrleted in all the 
treatments as per schedu'e. Data on vegetative growth of plants 
viz. No. of leaves, length and width of "D" leaf at the time of 
application of growth regu IOT and extent of flowering after 90 
days after application of Growth regulator were recorded which 
are presented in tables 33, 34 and 35. 

coritd. 
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The data on extent of flowering furnished in table indicate 
that all the types of growth renulats in different concentrations 
were iteffective in indnciu flowering in plants of are 11 and 12 
months even though the combination treatments of ethrel, urea and 
c0ciuri carbonate are slightly better compared to other treatients. 
The response of plants to 7rowth regulator applications improved 
when the plants attained tho age of 13 months. Upto 16th month of 
age of suckers, combination treatments of ethrel, urea and calcium 
carbonate and ethrel alone at higher concentrations were found very 
effective. After the plants attained the age of 17 mouths, all the 
treatments prpved better and due to favourable weather conditions 
which prevailed during the north east monsoon period, the extent 
of flowering in control plots was also high compared to previous 
years (75% for 17th month aid 73.5% for 18th month. 

The harvesting of the crop is in progress and the efficacy 
of the treatments can be judged after collection of data on yield 
in 1978-79 season. 

Project No. 	ICAI not assigned 

Project title 	Adative trial (New) 

Objectives 	To compare the results of research so 
-far obtained with local -practices and 
to assess their merits and demerits 
and to serve as a demonstration plot 
for improved technologies. 

Duration 	3 years 

Technical JograrTne: 

Treatments 	2 

Tr.1 improved practices. 

a. [w depth of trench (25 cm) 

b. High density of planting (30 cm x 60 cm x 90 cm = 43036 plants/ha) 

c. Application for herbicide - Diuron@ 3 kg/ha . 
first spraying iriuiediately after planting as pre—emergence 
and second spraying at half dose four months after first 
spraying. 

c onto. 
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4 
d. Fertilizer dose - 8 g, k g, 12 g, NPK per plant per year in 

two split doses, Oflc- at the time of planing and another 
months after planting. 

e. Induction of flowering using growth regulator viz. 25 ppm  
ethrel 4 2% urea + 0.047 CaCo3 when the plants are about 
16-17 months old. 

Tr.2 - Local practices. 

a. Deep trenches (v. cm) 
b. Low density of planting (45 cm x 60 cm x 180 cm) 

c. Hand weeding - three times a year 

f. Fertilizer dose - 8 g, 6 g, 16 g NM per plant per year 
in two split doses as ertHizer iixture 

g. No artificial induction of flowering 

Lay out 	Observational 

Details of layout 

DETAILS 	Tr .1 IMP0VF1D 	Tr .2 LOCAL 
:c rIcs 	 PAC TICES 

1. Area of treatient 	810 sq. mts 	828 sq. mts 
2. No. of trenches 	26 	16 
3. £o. of plrnts/trench 	L60 	96 
/. Total No, of plants 	46O 	1536 
5. No. of plants/ha 	3560 	16000 

The trial was started on 26.6.1976.nuring, weeding, 
herbicide applications etc. wore done accoding to schedule,. 
Data on vegetative growth of plants at intervals of 6 months and 
16 months after p1 aitiug extent of weed growth at periodical 
intervals, extent of flowering due to growth regulator application 
in Tv .1 and under natural concEitioxis in Pr .2 at periodical inter-
vals and yield were recorded. The cost of cultivation and estimated 
yield with cost benefit analysis were also worked out. The data 
collected are presented in tables 36, 37 and 38. 

The data revealed the following: 

i. 	In respect of mean leaf production and leaf area index, 
the improved practices was superior to Tr-2 - local 
practices for data of both six months and 16 months after 
planting. 

IV 	contd. 
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ii. The growth regulator oTli.cation in Pr 1 - improved practices 
was highly beueficio.l rpjj the same accounted for 96.83 per 
cent flowering in plaii-bs as against 67.23 per cent in Pr .2 - 
local practices 

iii. In plots under Tr-2 (local practices) satisfactory flowering 
occurred (61.83%) only after the plants had attained 19 
months of age, the flowering being very tuch staggered 
making harvesting expensive. Even the extent of flowering 
of 67.20% under natural conditions is peculiar this year 
due to favourable weather conditions prevailed during north 
east monsoon season. Under xiorrnai circumstances, the 
percentage of flower -LiV under natural conditions would have 
been much less (300%) 

iv. The weed growth in plos under Pr.1 - improved practices 
was low compared to Tr - local practices wherein hand 
weeding was resorted. to. The chy weight of weeds recorded 
per square metre area aT ia;ervals are furnished below: 

Treatment  
Dry weight of weeds/sq.mete 
at different periods  
Sept .?6 	Jan -77 	Sept -77 

  

Tr.1 Improved practices 0.138 2.9? 64.70 
Tr-2 Local practices 4.800 9.51 383.70 

V. The total cost of culti7atien of the plots under Pr .1 
(improved practices) worked cit to !12 	as against 
RS.2301 .15 for plots under Pr 2 (local practices), the 
extra cost of cultivation fco Pr .1 compared to Tr .2 
working out to R.1823.83. 

vi. ihile the average fruit weight with crown was (i .92 NO 
in Tr .2 (local practices, the same was only 1.50 kg in 
T.i (iriproveci practices). The low fruit weight in 1r .1 
was attributable to the higher density of population used. 

vii. The data on plot yield and comrnted cost figures for plot 
yield indicated that the cultivation of plots under Tr  .1 
improved methods was profitable, giving a profit of 
R-827-52 for the plot in spite of extra expenditure involved, 
whereas the cultivation of ')lots under Tr-2 - local practices 
was on loss leading to a loss of 1.609-657 in the second year. 
This aspect clearly shows the imperative necessity to take 
ratoon crops in pineapple under local system of cultivation 
for profits. 

Since complete harvesting of fruits has not yet been over, 
the experiment is continued to gather further data on crown yirht, 
L/B ratio, canning ratio and other fruit qualities. 

. . .contd. 
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C. Upto data progress work done from January 1973 onwards to-date-

11. B A N AA 

1. l-oject No.  

Varietal collection of banana 

a. Collection Iron various scurces 

The germ plasm collection which considered of 123 varieties 

in the year 1973-74  was enriched by bringing the total number of 
varieties tc 158 by 1977-78. &irlier the varieties were catelogued 
according to duration and yield as three maturity groups. From 
variety point of view they were classified as Nend.ran varieties, 
Dwarf varieties, tall varieties and culinary varieties. They were 
also classified gonomically based on taxonomic scoring. The 
promising varieties were scictod for multiplication and distribution. 

Biometrical analysis of 13 norphological characters of 59 dessert 
types and. 32 culinary types was completed. Comparison of 39 varieties 
of dessert types for different fruit qualities namely viz. T.S.S., 
Total sugars, reducing an(, .ion-reducing sugars, Acidity and sugar 
acid ratio was done. 

B. To test selected clones that have shown promise in certain 
areas - 

Since 1973-74, field experinents to assess Lie field 
performance of four mutants of Pwarf cavendish banana namely Giant 
Governor, tohusta, Peddapacha arati and T4ons:iari were in proess. 

e results revealed that the c.ltivar Mononari 

 
wan, 

productive followed by Giant Povernor. Monsriari produced bunches 
of higher weight with lax-,,x fruits. Its ripe fruits poessed higher 
sugar content and lesser acidity compared to the ripe fruits of other 

Cult ivar s. 

2. Project io. 	2.2.2. 
Nutr it ionai r equ ir ement of banana 
variety 11obusta. 

The experiment was in ogress from 1973-74. The results 
of the experiment conducted for a period of four years indicated 
that in respect of Iobusta banana under Trichur conditions, the 
effects due to nitrogen at the level tried were not significant. 
There was lenear response to and K  levels, the higher dosages 
exhibiting better response. The trend of the results indicated 
the necessity for conducting more comprehensive trials by adjusting 
the pH of the soil as the pH of the soil of the station is in the 
range of 4-5 - 4.9 or in suitable other locations. 

ccntd. 
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Project No. 	2.2.3 

Trace element studies on banana 

Variety 
	

7-1  obusta 

The results of trials of different years were eratic. 

Project No. 	2.2.4 

Water requirement studies in banana 

The experiient was first laid out in 1977-78 season and is 
in progress. 

Project No. 	2.2.4 

Control of weeds in banana with the 

acid of herbicides (variety-lobusta) 

The experiment was in ogr ess since 1974-75 * 	irvey 

of weed flora of the locality indicated the 	esence of 36 different 
types of weeds of which 13 types were of major importance. 
Statistical analysis of data of dry weight of weeds/square metre 
recorded at different intervals showed that in all the years, the 
combination treatment of Grmaxone 1.5 lit/ha, and Diuron 3 kg/ha 
as post emergence application at six months intervals is effective 
in controlling weeds in banana fields under Trichur conditions. 
The herbicide application did not produce any deleterious effects 
on plants and did not affect the yield. 

Project No. 	2.3.1. 
Studies on virus diseases of banana 
and their control 

xperiment No.3. 

Earlier trials with 3C' varieties of banana indicated that 
the percentage of infection was comparatively low in varieties 
Bodies Alta fort, Pisang awak, i3oodi Bontha batheesa, Karpooravally 
and Kanchikela. Later trials showed that Kanchikela possessed 
better tolerence when the jLants became cider i.e. about 4-1/4 
months old. Experiients conducted in 1977-78 season indicated 
that the varieties Vadakkankadali, Sennacherkadali and Venettukunnan 
wore comparatively tolerent. ihrther trials are in progress. 

contd. 
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Project No6 	 1t assigned 

Frequency of application of nitropen 
and potash to irrigated banam (variety 
Nendran). 

The trial which was conducted in 1976-77 season indicated 
that in respect of vegetative parameters, the treatment differences 
were significant for height and girth of plants and not for leaf 
production. In respect of hunch characters, treatments i (N & K 
in two equal split doses at 30 and 150 days after planting) was 
superior although it was on a par with treatments 1, 3 and 2. These 
results indicated the necessity to repeat the trial under adjusted 
pH condition of the soil preferably in a new location. This 
experiment was hence discontinued in 1977-78 season as suggested by 
Vie Project Co—ordinator (uit) 

Project No. 	Not sig nod 

Clomal variation studies in banana. 

The experiment was flrst started in 1976-77 season. By 
conducting detailed survey in Triehir District, 938 single plant 
selections were made and planted during 1977-78 to study their 
performance. Based on average bunch weight (taking the average 
bunch weight as 11 kg) 80 SCieCtl3fl8 were retained for further 
planting and study. 

Project 1Oo 	 Not assigned 

Physiological basis of variation in yield between two 
varieties of banana viz • Nendran and Zanzibar. 

This trial was newly taken up in 1976-77 season 

Project No 	Not assigned 

Physiological deterioration of seed material in banana - 
variety Nendran. 

This trial was newly taken up in 1977-78 season. 

Project No. 	Not assigned 

Induced mutagenesis in some banana varieties through irradiation 
and chemical methods. 

con;ri. 
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x)er inent No.5. 

The experiment was conducted for three years in SUCCeSSOfl 

from 1974-75. The results ;!ave revealed that both folier and 
soil application of insect .-de s were effective in controlling 
the aphid population. kinr the granular insecticides tried, 
I'himet and Disyston were -..' ere.-ery hih]y effective in controlling 
the insect vector Pentalonia nironervosa. 

Project No. 	2.7.2  
Fungal diseases of banana and their 
control. 

arlier trials condueted in 1974-75  and 1975-76 showed 
that treatment differences,  were not significant in respect of 
yield eventhough the mean hunch weight obtained from the plots 
under Tr • Bordeaux mixture was more • The trial of 1976-77 also 
showed the same trend. The analysis of ripe fruits for different 
qualities indicated that the total sugar content was high in all 
treatment plots compared to ctorol; maximum total sugar being 
noticed in ripe fruits under r .Bordeaux mixture. In respect of 
other qualities of fruits, the differences between VarIOUS 

treatments were neriigib1e. 

Project No. 	2.3.5 
Studies on nematode parasites of 
b;;nana 

I. The survey work is in progress. From the work so far 
couucted, it was revealed Lbat 5 species of arasitic nematodes 
arc present in banana roots and soils. 

ii. Pot culture ecperients showed that when the pomlation 
of nematodes exceoced one hundred numbers in 10 gm of roots, the 
growth of the plants got retarod. 

iii. 1arlier trials conducted in 1974-75 an 1975-76 seasons 
had indicated that the extcut of nematodes population in soil and 

samples got reduced duo to nematicide application. There was 
no significant differences in yield due to treatments. 3ut the 
trial of 1976-77 season showed that the treatment differences were 
significant in respect of yield and all nematicidal treatments were 
superior to control • The plot treated with Nemacur gave maxirium 
yield followed by Temik and Thi:et. 

The following new trials were undertaken with the concurrence 
of the Director, {orticuitjj' 	esearch Institute, Bangalore in 

1976-77 and later many of thn discontinued as suggested by the 
Project Co-ordinator (fruits, ICATI. 

• ...contd. 
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The trial was cocruencod in 1976-77  season. As the number 
of daughter suckers produced by the irradiated mother plants was 
very few, no tangible dc on aorhological and productive aspects 
could be collected in VI2 :onerat ion. The experiment was also 
dropped as suggested by t!o 	oject Co—ordinator (fruits) 

Project No. 	Not assiined 

Studies on the insect pests of banana and their control 

The trial conducted in 1976-77 showed that none of the 10 
varieties screened were resistant to pest attack. However, 
varieties such as Nendran, Zanzibar, lobusta, Dwarf cavendish 
and Grosmichel were more susceptible than Kanchikela, Njalipoovan, 
Talayankodan, Poovan and Pacha bontha batheesa. The trial is 
continued with another set of 10 varieties. 

ii. Control of banana rhizome weevil by insecticide 
treatment of suckers. 

The results of the trial of 1976-77 indicated that the 
insecticidal treatment of suckers reduced the incidence of pest 
besides increasing the bunch weight. The trial is continued. 

iii. Control of banana rhizome weevil by the application 
of insecticides around the rhiLoroes. 

The experiment was conducted for the first time in 1976-77 
season. From the preliminary analysis of yield data, it was noticed 
that the insecticidal application besides chphkiir, the infestation 
of rhizome weevil, helped in increasing the bunch weight. The 
experiment is continued. 

Project No. 	 Net assigned. 

Population density  r in? in banana variety 'obusta'. 

The trial planted in 1976-77 season yielded the following 
results. 

i. Tr-3  (single hedre method having 000 plants/ha) and 
Tr .1 (square method accoroaoating 2 900 plants/ha), accounted 
for maximum height and girth of plants at flowering phase but 
no significant difference between treatments was perceptible 
in respect of leaf productirn. 

ii. In respect of aerape bunch weight the treatment 
differences were no sini2ieaat. 

c ontd. 
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iii. Treatment differcice, were significant for per hectare 
yield of fruits ad percethagc of grade bunches, 11'r-3 and ltrI. 
being superior for perccntco,e of grade bunches. 

iv. The increased pouUticn per ha. contributed for higher 
overall productivity but only ot tie expense of grade bunches. 

vs Best cost benefit ratio was obtained for Tr-1 accommodating 
4900 plants/ha. Based on ie indications, the experiment was 
reneated during 1977-78 seru-on by including one more method of 
planting viz, local method here 2310 plants/ha are accorrTiodatod 
giving a spacing of 2 .Ii mts. between rows and 1 .8 .rits between 
plants. The study is in progress. 

Project No. 	 Not assigned 

atooning trial in banana Dwarf cavendish varieties 

The study which was ecaducted only in. one season in 
1976-77 indicated that varieties Monsmari and Giant Governor 
were more productive under i'atooning than Lobusta and Peddapacha 

arati. But the average hunch weight obtained in all the varieties 
was unsatisfactory compared to Vie productivity of plant crop. So 
the experiment was concluded. 

rroject No. 	 Iot assigned 

Screening of diffcren; verieties against leaf spot disease. 

Study undertaken in 1976-77 season to assess the comparative 
resistance of 13 varieties of banana against leaf spot disease 
showed that varieties Red anana, 6henkadali, Senziaciiankadali, 
Pisang him, Paka, Tomgate, fakikunnan and Thiruvanandairam 
were more tolerent compared to other varieties. 

B. F1NELH. LE 

Project No. 	 3.2.1 
lepulation Density trial in 
ineappie variety 'New'. 

The first series of exporinent was started in 197' and 
was concluded in 1977. Th (laLa 	growth characters revealed 
that the differences in plant vigeur as expressed by the number 
of leaves/plant and leaf area index were not significant due to 
different treatments. Sucker production was seen influenced by 
different spacixs and not 	of planting. No significant 
difference existed for duration of crops under different treatments. 

contd. 
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The data on yield characters revealed that he 	agc fruit weight 
with crcwn was not nflueuced by treatments hut fruit wciht without 
crown was seen influenced by spacings only; Spacing 54, 56, S2 and 
S5 being superior. Crown weight was not seen influenced by the 
riethod of planting, but spacing influenced the same, maximum 
poplatiou densities attributing for maximum weight of crowns. 
Siuificant differences dec o spacings existed in respect of 
per hectare yield of fruits with and without crowns. Maximum 
population densities contributed for maximum per hectare yield. 
The cost benefit analysis showed that the treatment I1S5 was the 
most economical one followed by treatments P154 and P1S2 for per 
hectare yield with crown intact and treatments P1S4, PIS2 and ltS5 
for per hectare yield devoid of crowns. On an overall analysis, 
it appeared that the treatment 1154 accommodating 599 259 suckers/ 
ha was most advantageous. This treatment had the spacing 75 cm 
between trenches which was found to he inadequate if ratooning 
of the crop is resorted to- In view of the fact that ratooning 
is practiced in Kerala, the treatment PtS2 accommodating 53,333 
suckers/ha. allowing ilteropaco5 of 90 cm between trenches, 60 
cm between rows and 25 cm between plants was recommended for the 
time being in package of practices for adoption. The series II 
experiment started in 1976  is continued. 

Project No. 	3.2e2. 

Nutritional studies in pineapple 
vriety 'Kew'. 

The series I experiuuit started in 1974 was completed. 
The results showed that in respect of average  fruit weight with 
crowns, the effects due to Nitrogen levels were not significant 
whereas method of application of Nitrogen influenced the same, 

and 112 methods beinL; superiof to 1-13 method of application. 
Both N levels and method of N application did not influence TSS 
and acidity of the fruits.'educing sugar, non—reducing sugar, 
total sugars and sugar acid ratio were found to vary significantly 
due to nitrogen levels and. methods of application. 	contributed 
for maximum reducing sugars in fruits; whereas in respect of other 
qualities N2M4  was superior. Thus the experiment had shown that 8 gm 
nitrogen per plant per year applied all in soil was superior for yield 
helping in improving the status of reducing sugars in fruits. For 
betterment of other qualities, 12 gm nitrogen/plant/year was superior. 
The dosage of 16 gm Nitrogen/plant/year was found to impair the 
qualities of fruits. 

The series 11  experient started in 1976-77 is continued 
and collection of data is in progress. 

coiitd. 
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Project No. 	2.2.3. Effect of plai:t 	owth reilators 
of fruit size and maturity of pineapple 

-nr iety. 

The first series of experiuent planted in 1974 was completed 
as an observational trial. ihe data collected on growth features, 
maturity, mean fruit weight, quality of fruits etc. indicated that 
in general the trend was in favour of spraying 100 pm Planofix on 
fruits One month after the visible signs of the infloresceuce. 

In 1976-77 season another trial was laid out statistically 
which is yet to yield results and hence continued. 

Project No. 3.2J4 - Standardisation of time of application of 
growth reglatcrs (ethrel) for materials 1nJS7T from 

suckers an(,. cr owns 

The observational trial conducted during 1974-76 had indicated 
that 500 pin ethrel was effective in inducing good percentage of 
flowering (73.82  to  89.71)  in crowns of ages 16, 17,  18, 19 and 20 
months, the maximum effect being in crowns of 17 to 20 months. The 
average fruit weight obtained from suckers was found to be more 
compared to the fruits of crowns. The trial was repeated by 
Planting in  1976 season in LB design. Data on vegetative parameters, 
extent of flowering and productivity are being collected. The data 
so far collected indicated that suckers respond well to the anplication 
of the growth regulator from 14th nonth of age. in control plot, 
flowering occurred only when the plants attai'ed the age of 19 months. 
In crowns also, all age groups responded well to growth regulator 

application. However, final data on yield are yet to be received. 

Foject NO. 	3.2.5 - Control of weeds in pineapple with 
herbic ides. 

The series I trial conncted in 1971 76, showed that among 
various treatments, diuron@ 3kg/ha. applied as pro—emergence and 
repeated at half dose five ;orLths after the first application was 
very effective in controlling a hroad spectrum of weeds i 
Pineapple plot. 	In respect of yield also, this treatment 
excelled the others giving increased yield thereby more profit. 
Under prevailing wage rates, herbicide application was found to be 
more economical. The survey f wcçd flora indicated the existence 
Of 41 types of weeds in the IcoaPity of which 20 were of major 
importance. The series 11 trial started in 1976 is in progress. 

contd. 
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Project  
air7ey and assessment of diseases in pineapple. 

The observations recorded in 1977-78 season indicated the 
presence of a mild infection of leaf b)iht disease in pineapple. 
The fungus was isolated and identified as prechslera hawaisensis  
The symptamatology of the dioease wns studied. 

lroject No. 	Not assigned 

Studies on the effect of growth regulators in inducing flowering 
in 'Kew' Pineapple. 

The first observational trial conducted in 1974-76 season 
indicated that ethrel at 500 ppm and 1000 ppm concentrations were 
most effective in inducing maximum flowering in pineapple suckers 
of age 14-1/2  to 16 months in plant crop season. 

The second series of observational trial conducted in 1976-77 
season during the months from November to May using different 
growth regulators at different concentrations on plant crop of 
16 months old and ratoon crop of 11-12 months old showed that 
concentrations of ethrel alone at 1000 ppm and 500 ppm and 
combination treatment of etbrel at 100 br 25 ppm with 2% urea 
and 0.0% calcium carbonate contributed for maximum extent of 
flowering in all the months. Rtbrel in combination with urea 
and CaCo3 was exceptionally good. fcimone was found to be least 
effective. Of the eight characters studied, treatment differences 
were significant only in respect of mean weight of fruits without 
crowns and J/B ratio • The highest value for fruit weight was 
recorded by Tr -6 (Pcimone 10 ppm) followed 	Tr-4 (ethrel 100 ppm + 
2% urea + 0.0141% CaCo3) with reference to Ia/B ratio of fruits, Tr .4 
and Pr .6 were again superior. The mean weight of crown was high 
in plants subjected to Icimone treatment. In all most all the 
cases, the fruits possessed multiple crowns, the maximum number 
being in plants treated with ethrel combination. The cost 
involved for the application of the three best treatments revealed 
that the treatment 25 ppm ethrel + 2% urea + O.Ok% CaCO3 was the 
cheapest involving the cost of 1.2 paise/plant, the next best 
being combination treatment of 100 ppm ethrel involving an 
expenditure of 1.53  paise/plant as against the expenditure of 
3.11 paise/piant in case of treatment 500 ppm ethrel. Besides, 
the combination treatments f ethrel were effective in both plant 
crop and ratoon crop. 

The third series of observational trial to evaluate the 
efficacy of different chemicals and growth regulators in 
inducing flowering,in pineapple during the different months of the 
year commencing from My 1,376 to Fe'uary 1977 was taken up using 
three doses of ethrel (ioo p'i, 590 ppm and 1900 ppm), three doses 

contd. 
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of plaxiofix (20 prm p 3 m ani 50 	eorseiy cound calciun 
carbide and ice water, Acicione-at 10 p po and V-ie comhination of 

100 pj.m etbrel with 2% urea and 0.0 	calcium caonate, The 
trial was conducted both on suck,-:s r4 plait crop ond -ratoon crop. 
The percentage of floeriiig was 'ocorded a-  periodical intervals 
and the seasonal nerformance was assessed adopting thc tcchniaues 
suggested by Finlay and Wilhinson (1963) and herhrt and ussel 
(1966). The data revealed that in general, maximum percentage 
of flowering could he ohsered in the applications made in 
October, November and December indicating the maximum efficacy 
of growth regulators just prior to the anticipated natural 
flowering. Among the various treatments tried, combination 
treatment of ethrel, urea and CaCO3 was found to he reasonably 
good in the off season of JueJuly also. From the economic 
point of View also, this treatment was found to he cheaper. 

In order to gather more ôebails and to get conclusive 
results, a new statistically laid out experiment was started 

in 1976 season which is in progress. The data so far collected 
indicated that the growth regulator application was effective 
only when the plants attained the age of 13 months. 

Project No. 	Not assigned 

Ldaptive trial to compare the results of research so far 
obtained with local practices 

This trial was started for the first time in 1976 season 
and it is in prOgress. 	servations on vegetative growth of 
plants, weed. growth, flowering and yield 	( ssessed) were recorded. 
The cost of cultivation and estimated yield with cost benefit 
analysis were also worked out.. The observations revealed that the 
plants under Tr,l (improved p'actices) were more vigorous in 
vegetative growth from the beginning. The growth regulator 
applicaion was highly beneficial producing 96.83% flowering 
in plants under fr.1 (improved practices) as against 67.20% in 
Tr.2 (local practices). 17-ven the extent of flowering 67.20% in 
Tr-2 should he considered in usual as the same had occurred due 
to very favourable weathe:' existed during the North east monsoon 
period of the year, as under normal ciecumstnnces flowering 
under natural conditions to a tune of 30 to ZxO% alone can be 
expected. It was also noticed that the flowering in Pr .2 started 
only when the plants attained are 19 months that to in protracted 
nature. The weedicide application in Tr..1 was also beneficial in 
controlling a broad spectrum of weeds. The additional cost of 
cultivation for Tr..i compared to Tr-2 worked out to Th.1823.83. 
While the average fruit weight with crown was 1.92 kg in Tr .2, 
the same was only 1.50 kg in Tr.1e The low fruit weight in 
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Tr-1 was attributable to high dens-y of popilatiou. The 
computed cost figures for plt yields of the two treatments 
indicated that while Ti' .1 attributed for a profit cf L.827.52 within 
two years of planting, Tr .2 ended ina loss of ii:.609.57. This aspect 

clearly showed the imperative necessity for taking ratoon crops -" 
pineapple under local s7ste of cultivation. The experiment is being 
contizied for gathing further details. 
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Significant findings obtained at 4  he centre under Ui India 
Co—ordinated Fruit lnproveient Project. 

	

- 1 	T T\ 
L. 	i 1 	.0 .Ei. 

1. 	The varietal collection consisted 	of 158 varieties of banana. 

Observations revealed that. Monthan group in comparatively 
drought resistant and, highly suited for cultivation under 
rainfed conditions in Kerala for culinary purposes- Rsed 

on the studies the following varieties were bourn promising. 

A. DESS'1T TYPES: 
I. Dwarf 	i • Monsmari 

ii. Giant Governor 
iii. Tobusta 
iv. Dwarf Cavendish 

2. Tall 1. Grosmichel 
ii. Chenkadali 
iii. Poovan 
iv. Pclavankodan 

V  . 	Njaiipoevan 
vi. Lmritsagar 
vii. (ar?OOraVall1  
viii. Foonalli 

3. Nendran group 
i. Nedunendran 
ii. Zanzibar 

B. CULIL1Y V1111 
i. Monthan 
ii. Batheesa 

iii. Canch ill, ela 
iv. Nendrapadathy 

Biometrical analysis of morphological characters and 
fruit qualities is in progress. 

2. Lrnong the various available mtants of cavei1ish banana at 
this station, the variety Monsriari produced buncies of better 
weight. Its fruits were of larger size and contained higher 

sugar and lesser acidity. Maltilocational trials have been 
laid out to assess its performance in different localities. 

3. 
The triajs on the study of nutritional requirements of banana 

.contd. 
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conducted for four years,indicated that the effect due to 
nitrogen at the 1vols triod ws not significant., hut the 
yield response was si1nificnt to phosphorus and potassium 
levels, the optimum being autside the levels tried for the 
soil existing in:the 3aana .esearch Station, annara. The 
fertility status of the soil is nitroeu high I2 	arid 

medium and tl in the range of .5 - .9. The vend of 
the results indicated the necessity for conducting more 
comprehensive trials under adjusted pH conditions preferpbly in 
a new location. 

4 	The response of banana crop to microait"ient application 
in soil was erratic. 

5. The survey of weed flora of banana plantation indicated 
the presence of 36 types of weeds of which 13 were of major 
importance. Weedicide application was found to be very 
effective in controlling a broad s:ectrum of weeds. Lmong 
the various herbicides tried, post emergence application 
of a combination of gramaxofle 1.5 lit, and Diuren 3 kg/hao 
at six monthly intervals was found to be the best, next 
best treat'1eflt being the combination treatment of amaxone 
1.5 lit* and 2,, DNa salt one kg per hectare. imong the 
above two treatments application of gramaxone 1.5 lit + 2,, 
DNa salt 3 kg/ha. was found to he more economical. The 
herbicide application did not athrerseiy affect either the 
growth of plant or 'oductiVity. 

6. The studies undertaefl on the incidence of diseases in banana 
and their control have yielded the following results. 

On banana three diseases viz. Thinchy top, leaf spot and 
Kokkan are most important in Terala. The survey on the 
incidence of bunchy top disease in various districts of 
Kerala revealed that the r1.aXir'flm percentage of infection 
was in Nendran, led banana, Poovan, Palayankadan and 'obsta. 

The screening of varieties of hainna so far conducted 
against bunchy top disease by artificial inoculations 
showed that the varieties Bodies Alta Fort, Pisang awa, 
BoodithabOntha bat heesa, Har poor avally, 1anchikela, Vadakkan 
kadali, Senna chenkadali and Vennetth kunnan were comparatively 
tolerent to bunchy top disease when compared to other varieties 
tried. It was interesting to note that older plants (it—i/k 
months) of Kanchikela exhibited better toleiice to disease. 

contd. 
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Both soil and foliar applications of insecticides were effective 
in controlling the insect vectsr (Fezxtalonia nigronervosa)of bunchy 
top disease thereby bringing reduction in the disease incidence. 
irnong the granular insecticides tried Tbi!let and Pisyston were very 
highly effective. 

The leaf spot disease of banana was found associated with two 
fungi viz. Cercospora musae, and cordona  musae.  Spraying with 
bordeaux mixture i% was found to be very effective. This treatment 
contributed for higher mean bunch weight. The analysis of the ripe 
fruits for various qualities indicated that the percentage of total 
sugar was more in all the treatments compared to control, the best 
treatment being spraying with Bordeaux mixture. 

7. The survey on the incidence of parasitic nematodes in banana 
indicated the presence of the following five species of parasitic 
nematodes. 

19 ladopholus  sp. 

2. Pratylenchus sp. 

3. IlelicotylenchuS sp. 

4. Criconemoids sp. 

5. MeloidogyDe sP• 

Pot culture experiments conducted to assess the pathogenic 
effects using different levels of population of ladopholus  
imilis indicated that the plant growth got retarded when 

the population of nematode exceeded the level of 100 numbers 
in 10 gm. of roots. 

The evaluation of different nematicides for the control of 
parasitic nematodes of banana indicated that there was 
reduction in the number of parasites due to application of 
nematicides, significant difference in Population being noticed 
between treated and control plots. In control plot the 
population exceeded the normal pathogenic level' Maximum bunch 
weight was obtained from the plots treated with Nemacur, Thimet 
and Themik. 

8. The trial conducted to determine the optimum time and frequency 
of application of nitrogen and potash to nendran banana under 
irrigated con4itiOns indicated that in respect to mean bunch 
weight, Tr.4 N and ) in two equal split doses at 30 and 150  
days after planting) was superior. 

co nt d. 
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9. The screening of varietie; apainst the attack of harthxia 
rhizome weevil revealed that none of the varieties tetd 
was resistant to pest attack• The var leties Nendran, 
Zanzibar, 10husta, Dwarf CavenLish and osmiche1 were 
more susceptible than ianchikeIa, Njalipoovan, Palayaukodan, 
Poovan and Pachabonthrt batheeso. Insecticidal treatments of 
suckers and application of insecticides around the rhizomes 
helped to reduce the infestation of the weevil and increased 
the hunch weight. 

10. The population density trial in banana variety iobusta 
indicated based on cost benefit analysis that a poilation 
of 4900 suckers/ha was acceptable, hit further trials 
comparing the local practice of accommodating 2310 suckers/ha 
with the above however appears necessary. 

11. In the ratooning trial of Dwarf cavendish varieties of banana 
under irrigated conditions, Morismari and Giant Governor 
exhibited the superiority in production. But in as much  as 
the average hunch weight obtained was unsatisfactory in the 
ratooned crop when cpared to pinLt crop, it was felt that 
these varieties did not deserve ratooning. 

12. The work on screening of 13 varieties of banana against leaf 
spot disease showed that led banana, Chenkadali, Senna chenkadali, 
Pisarig lilin, Fakka, Totnate, fdakcakunnan and Thiruvananthapiraoi 
were more tolerant than other varieties. 

B. PtPPIE 

I. 	Planting of higher popilat ion of suckers in unit area helped 
to increase yield of pineapple considerably. Of the various 
treatments PIS5 (61666 suckers/ha), 	(59259 suckers/ha) 
and P1S2 (53333 suckers/ha) were found superior for yield. On 
an overall analysis it appeared that the treatment 1154 (59259 
suckers/ha) was most advaxtgeous. But in this treatment the 
spacing between trenches being 75 cms, difficulty arose in the 
maintenance of the crop in thesubsequent ratoen seasons. 
Therefore, the treatment P1S2 (53333 suckers/ha) allowing inter—
spaces of 90 ems between trenches, 60 cm. between rows and 25 ens 
between plants was found to be more beneficial as against the 
conventional cultivation practice of planting suckers adoTting 
a spacing of 45  en x 60 cm x 180 cm (1000 suckers/ha.) 

contd. 
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2 	Soil application of ui °D ferti.izpr was found to be 
better than fol iar + )iI a ;u bat 1011 for i.uoa plc 
Nitrogen levels and cLhod of N 	iicat:Lon did not influence 
TSS and acidity of fruits. The lowermost dosao of 8 gms 
N/plant/year contributed. for higher reducing su.rars in fruits, 
In respect of other qualities of fra its viz, non-reducing 
sugars, total sugars and sugar acid ratio Nitroen level of 
12 gm/plant per year was superior. Soil application of N 
was significantly superior for all the characters studied. 

3. Survey of weed flora of pineapple plantation indicated the 
presence of 41 types and varieties of weeds of which 20 types 
were of major importance. J4)plication of herbicides was found 
to be very effective in controlling a broad spectrum of weeds 
in pineapple plantation. Lknng the treatments tried, Djuron 
3 kg per hectare applied as pre-emergeuce and repeated at half 
dose five months after first application was found to be not 
only suporiormost, but also was more economical than hand 
weeding under the prevailing wage rates. This treatment helped 
in increased production of fruits by 15 thereby ensuring higher 
profit. The herbicide treatment was not detrimental to the 
plants or to the quality of  fruits 

4 • 	! mild incidence of loaf blight disease was noticed in 
pineapple and the causative fungus was identified as 
lechslera hasaiiensis. 

5. 	The first series of Observational trial conducted in 1974-76 
season indicated that Ithrei at 500 ppa and. 100 pn concentrat-
bug were most effective in inducing maximum flowering in 
pineapple suckers of age 14-1/2  to 16 months in plant crop 
season. The second series of observational trial conducted 
in 1976-77 season during the month from November to May using 
different growth regulators at different concentrations on the 
plant crop of 16 months old and ratoon crop of 11-12 months 
old indicated that besides ethrel alone at 1000 ppn and 500 PT 
dosages, combination treatments of dthrel at 110 pji and 25 ppn 
with 2% urea and 0.04% of calcium carbonate were very effective, 
combination treatments being exceptionally good for both plant 
crop and ratoon crop. The treatment 25 pin ethrel + 2% urea + 
0.04% calcium carbonate was the cheapest involving a cost of 
1.2 paise/plant. The third series of observational trial to 
evaluate the efficacy of different growth regulators in inducing 
flowering during the different months of the year corr1encing 
from May 1976 to January 1977 indicated that maximum per centage 
of flowering was observable in the applications made in the 
mouths of °ctoher, November and December, just prior to 
anticipated natural flowering period of pineapple fnong the 

Ir 	
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various treat1exAts, coihination tr tienb of ethrel, urea and 
calciui carbonate was found to he reasonably good in the o'fscason 
of JuneJuiy provided rains did not advance or precede application 
at least a day. 

6. The adaptive trial lai3 out to con-pare the results of research 
so far obtained with local practices proved the advantages of 
adopting high density planting, herbicide application and 
growth regulator application. While the in-proved practices 
ensured profit within two years of planting based on computed 
figures for yield, the local practice ended In less showing 
the imperative uece3sity for adhering to ratooning under local 
practice of cultivation. 



RESULTS FIT TO 'BE PASSFD ON TO 
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7' 	esuits fit to 	o  to Extension 

1 • The stariies undertaken in gem plasm collection of banana 
have shown that four dwarf varieties, eight tall varieties, 
two encran varieties aixi four clinary varieties are most 
promising and deserve further oultiplication and poularisation. 

2. Under ierala conditions, Moniari variety, a cultivar of dwarf 
cavendish banana is highly procuctive producirg bigger fruits 
possessing higher sugar content and lesser acidity. This 
cultivar from ieensland has significance as an export banara 
in eastern Australia and Martinique. This variety has been 
pit under iltilocation trials. 

3. For controlling weeds in banana plantation a post emergence 
application of a combination of ramaxonc 1 .5 litres/ha and 
Diuron 3 kg/ha at six monthly intervals or a combination of 
Grarnaxone 1.5 litres/ha and 29  4 DNa salt 3 kg/ha were find 
to be very effective under Trichur conditions. The latter 
treatment is found to be cheaper although it is second best. 

1 •  Application of granular inoecticicles viz. Thimet and Disyston 
were found highly effective in reducing the aphid population 
which is responsible for the spread of buneby top disease in 
banana. 

Nemacur, Themik and Thiit were found to he very effective 
nemat Ic ide in banana pianta ion 

6. latoonirig of Dwarf cavendish varieties of banana under 
irrigated conditions was found to be not economical considering 
the yield obtained in plant crop season. 

contd. 
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1 • A ppulatiou density of533 	suckers/ha with scing of 
25 cis between Paflt:, 	en etween rowsand' 90 cm between 
trenches i;as found to-:ive increased yield in pineapple 
wit,'!:accepta)le cost benefit 	tio. Depth of trenches had 
no 	'iyuif leant effect en yiele. 

2. Application of herbicide, Diureii @ 3 kg/ha as pre—energence 
spray and repeated haft cose five months after first 
application was found to control a broad spectrum of weeds 
in pineapple plantation. The treatment was not only more 
econoriicai than hand woeing under Kerala conditions but 
also helped in increasing the yield without nroducing any 
deleterious effects. 

3. Application of Ethrel at 25 r ,-T,,rn in combination with 2 
urea and 0.04 calcium carbonate was found to Tie very 
effective in inuciug naximum flowering in pineapple both 
in plant crop and ratoon cro: seasons. This treatment 
was cheapest involving an expenditure of 1.2 paise/plaiit. 
Although nex1iam benefit duo to growth regulator application 
was oserva5le at the period of anticipated natural flowering 
in pineapple, this trcateent was reasonaly good during the 
offsenson of July provided hazards due to rains do not occur. 

I. The treatriexts included under ieproved practices in adaptive 
trial arc fit to be passed on to the eul,ivators as evidenced 
by the results. 
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p. TIST 1 I IicATl{PS 

The foP owiu rrtices weretiisied/await uic i_oil. 

L.. SCINIIFIC 	iCTTS: 

a. Banana 

1 • SLudies on the per cormauce of some mutants of cavendish 
auarip. (Lri. is • J. Kerala) 

2. 'esponse of Nendran banana to different levels of N, P 
and K (ri. es. J. Kerala, 1977, 15(1)  370) 

3. Optimum plot size for field trials with banana (Ari. 
es. J. orala) 

1. Control of Ihizome woeii (cosmopoliten sor'idus) 
and banana aphid (Pentalouia nigronervosa) by the 
use of p7ranular systemic insecticides (Agri. les. 
J. Kerala, 9771  15(1) 97) 

5 , Pfffect of weirj.t f suckers of Nendran banana on 
plant growth and yield 
(Agr.. Ies. • . Keruta) 

h. Pineapple: 

6. Pollination studios in pinoapl.e varieties 
(jr1. e 	1K 	76, 1()113—i1.7 

7. Herbicidal control of weeds in pin. apple variety 'Kew' 
(Agri. Ies. J. Kerala 1976, v(21 32-57) 

8. Simple and partial correlation of some quantitative 
tn ls with the y11d of pineapple 
(igri. les. J. Kerala) 

9. Influence of plantin suckers in level ground and In 
trenches of different depths on fruit yield of pineapple 
(Agni. Ties. J. Kerala) 

10. 1k note on germinating seeds of pineapple 
(Agri. Ties. J.  Kerala, 1976 1!(2) 191-195) 

11 • A comparative study of certain fruit qualities of 
twenty pineapple varieties 
(Agri. Ttes. 	Kerala) 

12. T'ffic&oy of certain growth regulators in inducing  
flowenirn-, in pineaple (Agri. Ties. J• Kerala) 

contd. 
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i 3. Estiratio: cf lcaf area in pineapple 
(lesearch Note) 	ii 	J 	eri

14 	

a. 

• Seasonal )ehaviour of plant growth regulators in inducing 
fiowerinç in aoapple 
(Agri. ee. J. Ker,1a) 

15. Growth and yield of pineapple variety Kew  
panting densities. 
(South md. €lort. j) 

16. Effect of shade on flowering in pineapple (Paper presented 
during the annual symposium of plantation crops in April 1972). 

17. Peliaiury studies on the stiaulatory effect 
of Gairna rays in Kew pineapple. 
(J. of Nuclear Agriculture anc T3iology (Is) 

B. Popular articles. 

	

1 	• 	Selection of banana suckers for planting - Kalpadhenu 
July-August 1976 

2. 	Pineapple cultivation 
Kaipadhenu JuiyLUf?Ust 1976 

	

3. 	Pineapple cultivation - 
Mathruhhui liar shikarangaa Saptle ent dated P-7-10 -1976 

	

. 	Weed control in pineaaale plantation - 
Kalpadhenu ar02-Aari.i1977 

	

5 • 	Monsrnar i - Kal padhenu Jay- o t 1977 

6. Baunna cultivatn 
Paper presented duringLrioultural Procuction Seminar held 
in connection with the inagra.tion of the Main Cam -pus 
of KLU in 1977. 

7. Pineapple cultivation - Per presented during Agricultural 
Production Seminar held. it! connection with inauguration of KJJ 
Main Camtns in 1977, 

	

S. 	Neudran haiLja Cuitivatjon 
Paper presented in the 3aina Developent Seminar held at 
Kalady under the ausPices of Pepartient of figricultj'e, Kerala State in NOvpi)er 1977. 

11 
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S 

9 Important disease of haiana and heir control - Kalpadhenu 

9 • ADDI TIUN..L I111FOrLTt4jTIQN: 

1. Under the Village Ldoption Proare, a Scheme for laying 
out six demonstration plots in pineapple to popularise the 
results of research so far obtained was sanctioned by the 
Kerala Iicultural University. As per the scheme, six 
demonstration plots sanctioning subsidies have been laid 
out during May—June 1977 and the same are in Tvoaress. 

001 

Signature of Head of 
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Assoc. Professor of Lgrl.Botany 
(Horticulture) 
Banana L c Pineapple lesearch Station, 
Kannara, Prichur 
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.assoc. Professor of grl. 
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TABLE 1 

BIOLOGICAL STUDIL1S ON THIRT8EN MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTRS OF BAN3NA 

A. DESSERT TYPES. 
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1 	2 3 	4  5  6 7 6 9  10 ii 	 12 13  14 15 
1. 1\èndrakunn an 305.0 	70.67 32.33 1300.53 79.67 9.67 99.0 12.80 9.63 7.33 13.43 87.0 318.0 
2. eykunnan 331.37 81.0 26.67 1038.27 77•47 17.67 154.67 10.9 8.77 13.33 13.8 132.33 226.33 
.. Valiyakunnan 263.67 07.33 32.67 1058.20 75.83 10.33 114.67 12.67 11.03 7.67 15.30 76.33 
4. Kodupilia 

lcunr.L an 250.67 68.67 27.0 766.4 76.2 9.47 118.0 15.33 1077 11.0 10.77 84.0 

5. Thenkunnan 268.67 72.33 31.33 655.67 42.47 8.50 156.67 M.07 • 70 10.67 14.83 34.67 235.67 
o. Poochakunnan 297 57 hO.0O 28.00 529.69 33.35 6.33 214.0 9.40 8.47 12.67 16.90 86.33 239.00 
7 • Adukk akunnn 277.0 	74.67 29.33 480.67 26.13 5.67 175.33 6.33 6.67 10.33 10.87 G2,33 279.00 
8. Selection 2 267.33 65.00 31.00 893.67 c9.07 8.17 138.33 12.11 10.73 8.33 16.99 73.67 134.00 
9. 3election 	1 288.9 	7.33 30.33 1135.67 79.13 16.47 176.33 11.77 8.93 10.0 17.73 103.33 269.00 
10., Rasthali 281.67 03.33 28.00 519-97 46.93 6.83 126.0 10.13 8.43 8.33 15.13 57.0 
11 .Neypoovan 666.87 .4.87 9.17 184.33 11.0 8.60 10.67 17.57 78.0 231.67 
12.Tomgate 4b.0 	63.67 30 • 0 731.33 47.93 10.17 153.33 11.20 9.07 10.0 iC- 88.33 
13. Njaliovan 321.67 72.0 32.67 728.37 47.53 12.33 177.33 10.10 9.33 10.67 16.67 78.33 
14. Atiramka 

poovan 300.0 	65.67 31.0 637.03 53.77 18.00 261.0 10.47 6.87 21.33 12.27 108.0 
15. Poovan 294.67 72.67 30.67 858.63 77.90 10.53 109.67 11.73 9.80 7.67 14.33 89.0 
16. Chenkadali 1003.00 88.00 26.20 3284.0 303.67 19.5 85.00 17.87 16.50 ..1. 33 15.90 77.67 277.00 
17. Redbanana 323.67 77.00 29.00 2758.33 170.40 19.00 94.33 16.70 15.17 6.00 15.73 84.00 279.33 
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366.67 66.67 31.67 780.67 i5.73 9.67 164.33 10.33 9.67 9.67 16.87 88.00 354.33 18. Arhalakadali 

19. Vada7 :can 
kaclali 

21. Karikada1i 

22. Moiai'i 
23. AmritsagTr 
24. 1 ehta 

25. Pedda:ac3c 
arathy 

26. G.G. 
27. 1'irther 
28. Haric''l 
29. High Gate 
30. Grosichel 
31. Sapuiial- 

ma in 
32. our it i 
33. D.0 
34. Binkehel 
35. lacatan 
36. Vawanakeli 
3V. Nakasullulu 

342.33 70.33 32.67 E10.00 32.33 9.83 230.33 	9.23 8.30 12.67 18.17 78.67 

61.33 29.33 810.27 48.07 8.00 27.00 
58.00 30 .67 921-87 74.00 8.17 29.00 

	

58.00 29.33 813.70 63.53 10.33 	97.7 

	

63.67 27.0 1043.08  94.20 6.50 	58e67 

72.00 28.33 1213.17 104.67 13.57 115.00 

12.43 
16.5") 
15.47 
17.43 
16.7 

10 .43 
12-57 

9.10 
8.37 
9.77 

7 .00  
6.67 
7.67 
5 .00 
8.33 

12.43 56.00 218.33 
133 20.00 
12.77 53.33 23.67 
11 .72.  61. .7 204  .33 
13.80 105.67 189.67 

2327 6 .67 
- -17-33 
258.67 62.33 
268 .G 69.33 
943.30 68.0 

27.20 1520.22 96.92 12.17 118.67 13.63 10.37 8.00 13.98 115.67 
32.80 1459.67 115.47 12.73 104.33 17.17 	9.80 7.00 14.70  0.67 

26.67 1920.99 123.50 12.93 78.20  19.29 16.30  5.67 13.63 84 .6 7 
29.10 1071 .53 78. .97  11.00 112.67 17.93 10.00 8.00 14.07 115.33 

28. 	1450 .50 21.12 10.83 150 -00 16.13 11.17 10.00 15.00 63.00 
30.67 1268.23 29.53 11 .33 105.33 17.97 10.30 2.00 13e13 59.33 

246 -67 
224 .33 
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169 .33 
153.00  
182.67 

57.67 
62 .33 

67 6t.00 
IT .88 68.33 

8.3? 69.33 
156 .2 61 .67 

858.73 63.6.3 7.67 98.77 31.28 9.60 7.67 12.87 73.33 211-67 

	

1224.73 91.93 129.33 107.9 1'35 3.330 	7.67 13.71 74.33 12.67 

	

29.67 1402.3 10.27 1 3-11 111-U 16 •7 1 27 	P).00  14.77 8 	7  1 9°.67 

	

29.00 1145.63 96.13 19.83 117.67 11.12 11 .70 	2.82  17.57  85. 	158.67 
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30.33 
25.33 
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11513.90 71.00 9.33 
606.33 409.13 7.33 

1198.37 81.83 10.33 
686 .93 
553.73 
644 .44 
425 .00 
706-70  
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3.33 
13.17 
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10.67 20.67 9.20 14.50 82.00 
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12.82 57.67 
-..'., 66.10  
1390 07.33 
14.57 49.00 
85.47* 43.9* 

189.33 
Al .67 
21. 2.20 

228 .67 

213.67 
247.67 
213.67 
811.00 
914 .00 
106 .15* 

'I 
	 A 	

( 

iah1e I cou., 

1 	2 3 	4 	5 
	6 	7  

38. Fisang oribon 
39. Marthaiaji 
40. Fachachingan 
41. Sikusani 
42. Chiugan 
t3. Matti 

8 	9 

44. P.Ljlin 
45. Pachanaan 
46. Siruia1ai 
47. Char ujchi 
42 • Char ' .adathy 
19. Tbiruvanau- 

thapurarn 	26.33 70.33 27.20 935.20  72.22 8.20 8.67 13.47 10.70 
50. 288.67 68.67 32.00 1121 .60 76.27 0.67 	88.00 11.53 11.33 Lad ie sI iw,1 or 

51. Nendrapadathy 200.33 78.33 29.67 1433.63 101 .93 8.83 	98.20 15/'2 11.23 
52. 74.33 32.67 1150.32 07.53 10.92 	07.33 15.77 12.50 
53. ladja 	.08 70.67 '51 .67 1115-50 63.10 11.17 137-13 1: .28 	293 
54. Chinali 	00.3 	73.20 32.67 1567.20 123.17 11.83 114.7 	11.17 	9.90 
55. Xrish vo:Oai 214 • 	77.20 31 -?V 	075.47 65.63 8.00 11 • I I .27 	0.63 
56. Sir 	 '' 57.03 25.33 1609.67 126.97 5.83 	10.57 12.33 

F .Va lu os 

57.  
53. 7tadjasirah 
59. Lduk3can 

42-52* 	9.65* 41-97* 20 9.99* 36-95416.06* 41 .02* 27-79Y 135.0* 
W.67 6900  30.20 	707.83 53.17 6.90 11(4 	h 88 	9.03 

Oh .05 70.00 31-00 1345.1 3 72.30 13.57 	02/8  IJ' .6 	11 43 884.9 69.67 31.33 1692.57 140.10 10.50 	83.0 IH(Ifl 12.60 



-p 

.CH 

-p 

a) 

CM U) 
o 

5 	6 	7 	8 2  

1. NallabatheeSa 
2, Nanuneri Peyan 

3. Jawa 

4. Hybrid Sawai 

5. Goiinia 

6. ErachivaZhai 

7. Dakshin sagar 

270.67 
287.67 
2F4.67 
290.00 
•:7 (7 _1 J_i • 33 
212. 00 

70.00 
79.00 
80.00 
76.67 
73.67 
62.67 

33.00 
34.67 
30.67 
31.67 
32.00 
30.67 

289.33 78.00 

204.33 69.67 
288.00 80.00 
299.67 78.67 
331.67 81.00 
272.67 78.00 
262.00 77.33 
340.00 75.53 
295.67 68.67 

33.00 
30.00 
32.00 
32.33 
31.67 

33.33 
33.67 
30.33 
3 .33 

2000.33 
1080.73 
880.37 
1218.18 
884.12 

1003-68 
1348.33 
1309.00 
1628.07 
1802.57  

162.94 
91.23 
64.01 
95.71 
55.79 
68.73 
98.57 
105.50 

145.00 
152.00 

61303 
700.60 
607.39 
1557.17 
1149.27 
105.67  

47.59 
49.68 

31 -89 
99.01 
73.61 
69.63 

lk I 

TABLE 2 

B. CULINARY TYPES: 

  

U) 

-1-' 
a) 

•1 C z 
U) 

CM 

a) 
F 

U) 
cHa)c 

b 
• cdC 
Oa)L. 	a)CH 

z_p 	C 

10 	11 	12 	13 

Th C 
L1G)CH CUD-P 

CC- zc  

14 	19 

-p 

12.33 
11.50 
9.33 
13.00 
13.50 
7.40 

14.17 

14.50 
5.33 

11. 17 
15.67 
20017 
15.17 
10.53 

13.83 
11.17 

221.67 11.05 8.79 16.33 13.74 

	

114.67 10.05 9.98 9.00 	13.66 

	

155.67 10.35 8.07 9.33 	16.96 

	

133.00 10.92 11.42 8.67 	15.83 

	

129.00 13.57 10.93 9.67 	13.76 

	

90.33 19.00 10.00 6.67 	19.13 

	

78.00 20.72 14.72 6.00 	13.00 

	

151.67 11.38 10.41 9.33 	16.47 

	

80.00 14.25 10.55 7.67 	11,35 

	

96.00 11.45 13.85 7.00 	13.71 

221.77 10.04 8.80 12.67 17.52 
275.35 10.27 8.37 15.00 18.36 
1).67 13.42 11.26 8.00 16.71 
534.00 14.50 12.63 6.33 12.71 
77.33 16.50 17.42 6.00 12.89 
50.33 16.33 14.35 5.00 11.67 

8. Boodi 

9. Ennabanian 
10.Sawai 
11.Pisang awak 
1 2 . e ykuxinan 

13 .Neymannafl 

14 .Alukahe]-
1 5 . Bajnsa 
1 6.BLiggoe 

97.00 204.67 
70.33 23200 
65.33 277.67 
78.67 196,00 
82.87 315.00 
7917 122.00 

97.83 189.00 

82.50 185.33 
74.33 205.33 
54.00 187.67 
95.00 547.67 
134.67.205 .67 
64.50 191.33 
72.67 236.53 
102.00 218.00 
78.83 268.00 



5 	6 	2 	0 	9 	10 	-11 	12 	13 	1' 	15 
13.33 79.00 20.00 
8.50 54.67 15.60 
14.00 75.00 16.74 
13.17 79.67 17.40 
20.50 254,00 13.30  

13,13 6.00 13,90 68.33 270.r '7 

13.30 5.00 10.93 92.17 205.1-
15-82 6.00 12,50 103.33 277.( 
14.57 6.67 11.96 77.83 271.( 
9.26 18.33 13.85 149.67 196,H 

31.00 
31.67 

28.33 
30.67 

1806.78 

1352.53 
2068.27 
1542.60 
918.00 

153.32 
119,50 
189.18 
141-43 
71-57 

156.03 124.50 14.50 105.33 18.13 13.45 8.00 
943.33 	74.67 16.83 185,00 13,92 11.31 14.00 
2369.00 217.17 12.17 61.00 19.83 25.38 5.00 

31,00 
30.00 
27.67 

13.17 81.83 197, 
13.50 102.83 26B. 
12.13 74.67 241.6, 

13.17 73.33 16.67 14.89 6.33 11,77 54.33 237.-- 
9.83 56.67 17.83 14.30 5.33 10,69 98.17 138.6 

	

8,33 131.67 11.65 	8.43 7.33 15.85 65.33 285.6. 
16.33 201.00 13.38 10.00 13.30 15.6 138.66 167.c 
11.33 57.00 18.37 2366 5.33 10.77 79.00 221.- 
9.00 87.00 12.38 10.22 7.33 12.32 62,17 228. 

6.50 68.00 12.30 12.33 6.00 12.76 83.83 234.c 

	

7.67 108.33 12.49 	9.58 8.00 13.50 48.00 210.6 
18.37* 44-07* 156.60* 7.78* 26.23* 344*19646*1359 

10.04 	8.07 5.ü 1Q.9 48.00 122. 
to to to to to to 

8.33 19.13 14.67 347.6 2369.00 217.02 20.50 275.33 20.72 25.38 1 

156.03 31.89 5.33 54.67 
to 	tc 	tc 	to 

30.67 1733.47 
31.67 1447.33 
29.00 535.40 

	

32.33 	353.93 
31.67 2177,33 

	

32.00 	971.17 
29.00 1014.17 
30.00 1161.93 
3.91* 192.31* 

155.05 
117.00 
25.70 

275-99 
175,33 

LE 
_) _) I 

r  

71,33 

77.04 
323.02* 

- 

Table 2. contd... 

1 	2 

17. Malai Monthan 
18. Samprani Monthan 
19.Nalia i3ontha 
20 • 1!Ionthan 
21 .Boodi Lha Bontha 

batheesa 
22 .Kanchikela 

23.Ashy batheesa 
24. Fa chabantha 

bathee sa 
25. Karibontha 
26.Ash monthan 
27.Kapu.r 
28.Walha 
29. Chetty 
30. iJu yvennan 
31 • Vannui 

3 2. Man -,an 
F • Value 

3  

Significantly different 

Range in meanvalues  

295.67 73,33 
315.00 72.67 
346.67 73.00 
:43.33 73.67 

303.33 73.00 
06.67 73.33 

311.67 73.00 

335.00 71.33 
340.00 73.33 
321.33 69.67 
317.33 75.67 
22.00 75.00 

302.67 75.33 
283.67 70.00 

292.33 74.00 
6.87* 2.91* 



TABLE 3 
C0ARIS0IT OF DTFFEFIOT VAETHTIES IN RELATION 10 FRUIT QUALITIES 

Name of varieties 	T.S.S Acidity Reducing Nnn-redu- Total 	Sugar 
sugar 	cing 	sugar aid 

sugar 	ratio 
1.Binkehel 	31.66 0.128 13.51 4.77 18.50 144.33 
2.Wather 	39.33 0573 8.34 4.52 12.86 22.00 
3,1lauritjus 	30.00 0.270 10.28 7.04 17.32 68.67 
4.Sikurnani. 	40.00 0.620 10.56 6.40 16.99 27.00 
5,Nedanendran 	40.00 0.635 16.71 1.69 18.40 28.33 
6.Anaikomban 	35.00 0.510 7.44 12.03 19.46 37.00 
7.Vadakkankadalj 	35.00 0.695 10.75 8.11 18.89 27.00 
8.Venneettukunnan 40.00 0.767 11.47 7.60 19.08 24.67 
9.Kodappillaku.nnan33.00 0.543 12.55 4.36 16.91 30.33 
10.Pachachingan 	30.00 0.632 13,45 2.23 15.77 24.67 
11.Foomka]jj 	38.00 0.357 6.50 2.84 9.27 25.00 
12.Ambalakadali 	36.00 0.383 9.44 2.52 13.10 33.67 
13.Thiruvanantha 	30.00 puram 0.371 5.47 1.91 7.39 19.67 
14.Kunn,n 	35.00 0.447 6.38 6.34 12.72 28.00 
15.Pisang awak 	39.00 0.147 7.32 3.77 11.09 75.67 
16.Pachanadan 	35.00 0.523 8.19 5.60 13.79 26.33 
17.Selection 	b.2 35.00 0.378 7.87 4.59 12.45 33.00 
18,Red banana 	30.00 0.384 3.41 2.93 6.34 16.33 
19.Poochaktmran 	38.00 0.511 7.66 6.19 13.88 25.67 
20.Attunendran 	40.00 0.574 13.20 6.52 19.73 34.00 
21.Ayiramkapoov 	40.00 0.699 8.39 7.49 16.21 22.67 
22.Selection No.1 	35.00 0.766 9.09 2.25 11.32 11.33 
23.Monsmarj 	23.00 0.127 7.68 12.61 20.29 159.00 
24.Giant Governor 27.00 0.165 7.64 11.76 19.40 119.00 
25,Robusta 	26.00 0.195 7.43 11.13 1858 94.67 
26.Feddapacha arati26.00 0.240 6.55 11.09 17.64 73.00 
27.Zanzjbar 	38.0 0,37 15.54 5.24 20.78 51.00 
28.Changanacherry 42.00 0.465 11.56 6.42 18.31 39.00 

Neian 

	contd. 


